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Both the classical and resource mobilization models suggest that the fac-
tors shaping the development of a social movement operate in the short 
run. For classical theorists the presumption is that some form of severe 
structural strain in the immediate premovement period is the proximate 
cause of insurgency. For these theorists the task "is to identify the change 
in social configurations which preceded and accompanied the growth of 
the movement. These changes are then identified as sources of strain in 
the system, as impairments in the normally smooth working of ... so-
ciety" (John Wilson, 1973: 37). Informed by much the same logic, resource 
mobilization theorists search for evidence of increased resource support 
for insurgent groups in the period immediately preceding the generation 
of widespread protest activity. The adequacy of both these specific ex-
planations of movement generation will come in for empirical scrutiny in 
the next chapter. For now the important point is that both models adhere 
to an implicit stimUlus-response view of insurgency, in which social move-
ments are pictured as a direct product of recent changes in the larger 
environment confronting insurgent groups. 

In contrast, the political process model suggests a considerably different 
historical time frame for the study of movement emergence. In attributing 
causal significance to the interplay of expanding political opportunities 
and developing organizational strength, attention is focused on the long-
range processes that shape these two sets of factors. Instead of focusing 
exclusive attention on the period immediately preceding the generation 
of insurgency, the time frame is broadened to include the entire span of 
years during which conditions facilitative of insurgency are developing. 
In the case of the black movement, it is the quarter century preceding the 
1954 Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Topeka Board of Education that 
is viewed as especially significant. For it was during this period that both 
the opportunities for successful insurgent action and the organizational 
strength to exploit those opportunities were developing. However, to 
provide a context for appreciating the significance of the changes that 
occurred during this crucial twenty-five-year period, I will begin my 
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analysis even earlier, with a discussion of conditions as they existed during 
the period from 1876 to 1930. 

THE STRUCTURE OF POLITICAL OPPORTUNITIES, 1876-1930 
In a successful effort to resolve the deadlocked presidential election of 
1876, northern Republicans agreed to relax federal reconstruction efforts 
in the South in exchange for southern support for their candidate, Ruth-
erford B. Hayes. The practical effect of the compromise was, once again, 
to render the "Negro question" a matter of regional rather than federal 
purview.! In Dahl's phrase, the compromise of 1876 was an important 
step in the process by which "the issue of the freed Negro was de-
nationalized" (1967: 182). Schattschneider's famous statement is worth 
repeating here: "all forms of political organization have a bias in favor 
of the exploitation of some kinds of conflict and the suppression of others 
because organization is ,he mobilization of bias. Some issues are orga-
nized into politics while others are organized out" (1960: 71; emphasis 
mine). In this sense, the compromise serves as a convenient historical 
referent marking the point in time at which the question of the sociopoliti-
cal status of black Americans was consciously" organized out" of national 
politics. This arrangement held for better than fifty years, reflecting, over 
that period of time, the continuing viability of the politico-economic cal-
culations that had given rise to the compromise. The factors supporting 
the arrangement were many. 

"King Cotton" and the Confluence of Economic Interests 
It has long been a commonplace that national politics was dominated to 
an unusual extent by powerful northern economic interests in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century. Though generally affiliated with the 
Republican party, this northern industrial elite grew increasingly unwilling 
to adhere to the program of racial equality and economic radicalism char-
acteristic of Reconstruction. This despite the fact that, as Barrington 
Moore notes, the northern industrial elite had attained its position of 
dominance by virtue of the war and Reconstruction and the crushing 
defeat inflicted on the class of southern planters with whom northern 
industrialists had vied for political-economic dominance in the prewar era 
(1966: chap. 3). Continued support for the traditional Republican "war 
issues," however, had, in the view of this industrial elite, produced little 
but a state of economic chaos antithetical to their interests. 

As the linchpin of the South's prewar economy, slavery had insured 
the abundant supply of cheap labor that was vital to cotton farming. The 
degree of political and economic freedom granted blacks during Recon-
struction jeopardized this supply. The attendant disruption of the cotton 
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economy coupled with the prospect of a real agricultural revolution in the 
South in turn threatened to disrupt the smooth flow of cheap cotton on 
which the textile mills of the Northeast and the American export economy 
had come to depend. 

Thus, following a decade of chaos in the South, northern industrialists 
were willing to abandon the goals of Radical Reconstruction in order to 
resolve these contradictions and again bring a measure of economic sta-
bility to the region. As Buck has written, "Cotton brokers of New York 
and Philadelphia, and cotton manufacturers of New England ... knew 
full well the importance of bringing discipline to the Southern labor force. 
When theories of Negro equality resulted in race conflict, and conflict in 
higher prices of raw cotton, manufacturers were inclined to accept the 
point of view of the Southern planter rather than that ofthe New England 
zealot" (1937: 154-55). 

On one level, then, the Compromise of 1876 can be seen as an economic 
rapprochement between northern industrialists and southern planters. In 
tum, this confluence of economic interests contributed to the relaxation 
offederal Reconstruction efforts and the gradual establishment of a system 
of cotton tenancy. The impact of this system on the institutional strength 
of the black population will be discussed later. Here, the key point is 
simply that in terms of the material interests of both the southern planters 
and northern industrialists, the system proved highly successful. Through 
debt bondage, cotton tenancy (buttressed by the elaborate set of caste 
restrictions established to support it) bound blacks to the land nearly as 
effectively as slavery had done. 2 Thus, the system insured the supply of 
cheap labor that Reconstruction had temporarily interrupted. 

With the resolution of this "troublesome" problem, the flow of raw 
cotton northward increased dramatically. It would be hard to overstate 
the extent of this expansion or its importance to northern commercial 
interests. Between 1870 and 1910 the production of raw cotton increased 
threefold. More significantly, the "consumption of cotton by domestic 
manufacturers increased ... from 800,000 bales in 1870 to 4,800,000 bales 
in 1910" (Baron, 1971: 13). Over the same period of time, cotton emerged 
as this country's leading export commodity. As late as 1917, cotton exports 
continued to account for one-fourth of the total value of all American 
goods shipped abroad. As an economic arrangement, then, the Compro-
mise of 1876 proved a smashing success.3 That is until 1920 or so when 
certain socioeconomic processes intervened to disrupt the consistency of 
material interests on which this arrangement had, in part, been based. 

The Populist Threat and Disenfranchisement 
Radical Reconstruction was not the only threat to the economic stability 
of the South to arise during this period. Some ten years after the last of 
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the federal troops were withdrawn from the region, internal political pres-
sures threatened once again to disrupt the politico-economic hegemony 
enjoyed by the southern planter elite. The threat took the form of the 
budding Populist movement then gaining strength in the South. Founded 
on an awareness of the common class-interests of all farmers, Populism 
threatened a radical restructuring of southern agriculture, provided the 
incipient coalition of black and white farmers could be forged into the 
potent electoral coalition envisioned by its architects. Ultimately the effort 
failed, but only after the movement attained sufficient strength to trigger 
a period of intense political conflict between the Populists and the planter 
elite. The result was a stalemate of sorts that introduced considerable 
uncertainty into the structure of political power in the region. In time, 
both sides came to regard this state of affairs as unsatisfactory and to 
attribute it to the presence of a black electorate that neither side had yet 
been able to "capture." The fear was that, in time, one side or the other 
would succeed in doing so, thereby reducing the political leverage exer-
cised by the other. In the end both sides concluded it would be "much 
better to have clear-cut constitutional disenfranchisement of the Negro 
and to leave the white group to fight elections out among themselves" 
(Franklin, 1967: 337). 

This conclusion was "encouraged" by the planter elite's use of time-
honored racist appeals to "white supremacy" and "racial purity." So 
effective were these appeals that by the mid-1890s the black vote had 
come to be a liability rather than an asset in southern electoral politics. 
As Henri points out: "The Democrats played on race hatred and fear of 
black domination, a fear to which white Populists in the South were no 
more immune than other white Southerners. White men hastened to dis-
claim interest in black advancement. By 1896 a southern white man's 
place in his community and among his friends was threatened if he voted 
the Populist ticket, which according to Democratic propaganda was a 
'nigger' ticket" (1975: 8). 

With the black vote so thoroughly discredited, efforts at disenfran-
chisement, largely informal and covert in the past, took on a highly visible 
and official character after 1890. Thus, one delegate to Virginia's consti-
tutional convention of 1900 could openly acknowledge that the purpose 
of the convention was "to discriminate to the very extremity of permis-
sible action under the limitations ofthe federal Constitution, with a view 
to the elimination of every Negro voter who can be gotten rid of legally, 
without materially impairing the numerical strength of the white electo-
rate" (in Lawson, 1976: 12).4 Thatthese official disenfranchisement efforts 
were effective is amply demonstrated by a comparison of voter registra-
tion numbers pre- and post-1900. The figures for Louisiana serve as a 
representative case. In 1896, 130,344 blacks were registered to vote. After 
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the revision of Louisiana's constitution in 1898 the number was reduced 
to some 5,000 in 1900 with an ultimate low of 1,772 reached in 1916 
(Lewinson, 1932: 218-20). Perhaps more significantly, the number of par-
ishes in which blacks represented a majority of the voters declined from 
twenty-six in 1896 to zero four years later (Woodward, 1966: 85). 

Through such efforts the southern planter elite was able to survive the 
Populist "scare" with the institutional i1l)peratives of its dominant class 
position intact. By granting a semblance of political power to white farm-
ers, the planters were able to implement a kind of "divide and conquer" 
strategy that effectively destroyed the Populist movement while preserv-
ing the political basis of cotton tenancy. Quite obviously the losers in this 
process were southern blacks.s 

Disenfranchisement adversely effected black political prospects in three 
ways. First, it destroyed their ability to bargain for political and economic 
gains through the adoption of a "balance of power" strategy vis-a.-vis 
competing segments of the white population. Second, it rendered the 
exercise of violent control measures against blacks increasingly likely by 
eliminating any threat of electoral reprisals against the parties responsi-
ble. Finally, because of their small numbers outside the South-only 10 
percent of all blacks lived in the North and West in 1900--disenfranchise-
ment had the practical effect of eliminating blacks as an electoral force 
at the national level as well. 

The Decline of Black Influence Nationally 
Though important, disenfranchisement wasn't the only factor responsible 
for the waning political fortunes of blacks nationally. Even prior to disen-
franchisement, Republican party leaders had sought to broaden their 
southern electoral appeal by withdrawing support for controversial Re-
construction efforts. This decision reflected a growing devaluation of the 
so called "radical" Republican vote-including the black vote-in favor 
of an alliance with what was believed to be a widespread latent conser-
vative political constituency throughout the South. 

Following the election of Rutherford B. Hayes in 1876, Republican 
leaders confidently pursued this policy of political rapprochement, ex-
pecting to pick up seats in the off-year congressional elections of 1878. 
Election returns hardly justified their confidence. Indeed, as Hirshson 
accurately remarks, in place of an increase in Republican strength in the 
region "the Southern wing of the party virtually disappeared" (1962: 
47-48). 

This electoral setback did not, however, lead the Republicans to aban-
don the premises on which the party's "southern strategy" was based. 
On the contrary, the search for southern white support remained a con-
sistent component of the party's electoral strategy from 1877 to 1892. 
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Hirshson explains: "With national political power during this period al-
most equally divided between the two great parties, Republican officials 
realized that if they could not carry some areas of the South they would 
frequently lose control of Congress and the Presidency .... Every Re-
publican president between 1877 and 1893, comprehending that only a 
national party could wrest power away from the Democrats, adopted a 
scheme which he hoped would attract Southern white men to Republi-
canism" (Hirshson 1962: 253). 

Ultimately, the party's southern strategy was to prove a miserable fail-
ure. Despite repeated overtures to white voters in the South, Republicans 
were never able to establish a strong electoral presence in the region. 
Faced with another disastrous setback in the presidential election of 1892 
and the growing threat that disenfranchisement posed to the one "natural" 
constituency-blacks-they had been able to retain, Republicans effec-
tively conceded the region to the Democratic party. "Aware that in the 
past fifteen years all of their plans to build Republicanism in the South 
had failed, almost all Republicans now conceded that their party was 
destined to be a Northern, not national, organization" (Hirshson, 1962: 
236). 

Republican abandonment of the South contributed to a nationwide dim-
inution in competitive party politics that was to last for over a generation. 
A comparison of presidential election returns before and after 1892 sup-
ports this conclusion. Whereas the vote totals in thirty-six states depict 
a competitive two-party situation in 1896, eight years later the number of 
competitive states stands at only six, with fully thirty states clearly es-
tablished as the exclusive electoral province of one or the other of the 
two major parties (Schattschneider, 1960: 83). Party competition during 
this period survived only in the border states and on occasion in New 
York, Indiana, and Ohio. Elsewhere, as Schattschneider notes, contests 
"were nearly always so one-sided that the voters had no significant 
choices" (1960: 85). 

For blacks, this situation proved disastrous. Outside the South, blacks 
simply constituted too small a proportion of the electorate to prompt much 
attention from the Republican party, whose strength was mainly confined 
to the northern and western portions of the country. On the other hand, 
in the South, where blacks constituted better than 30 percent of the pop-
ulation, disenfranchisement effectively neutralized their numerical strength 
and left them powerless in the face of a Democratic party firmly committed 
to a repressive policy of white supremacy. Thus, in the period from 1896 
to 1928, the geographic alignment of political loyalties, coupled with disen-
franchisement, destroyed whatever chance blacks might have had of mo-
bilizing any semblance of national electoral leverage. 
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Increased Volume of Antiblack Federal Action 
Reflecting the powerless position of blacks nationally, the volume of dis-
criminatory federal action increased significantly during the period under 
examination. The significance of this trend was twofold. Substantively, 
federal action contributed to black powerlessness, even as it was partially 
a product of it. Second, at a symbolic level, these actions communicated 
to blacks the virtual impossibility of successful group action to combat 
discrimination. I will return to this point later in the chapter. For now the 
key point is that these actions were of substantive as well as symbolic 
significance. Nowhere was this more apparent than in regard to the de-
cisions handed down by the Supreme Court during this period. Between 
1876 and 1930, the thrust of Supreme Court decisions in cases involving 
blacks had the effect offurther limiting the opportunities for black political 
action by gradually eroding earlier constitutional provisions safeguarding 
civil rights. Of principal importance was the court's progressively narrow 
interpretation of the constitutional principles embodied in the Fourteenth 
Amendment. Originally intended as a basic foundation for the constitu-
tional protection of black rights, the Amendment's three clauses were 
reinterpreted, through a series of judicial decisions, to afford only a weak 
safeguard against discrimination. Instead, reflecting the dominance of 
commercial interests during the period, the amendment was successfully 
employed as a defense oflaissez-faire capitalism against state intervention 
in economic affairs. For example, one author has found that of the 604 
decisions handed down by the Supreme Court between 1868 and 1911 
involving the Fourteenth Amendment, only 28 dealt with the protection 
of black civil rights. Of these, only six upheld the basic principle .involved 
(Collins, 1912: 68). Writing in 1912, the author concluded that "it is not 
the negro, but accumulated and organized capital, which now looks to 
the Fourteenth Amendment for protection from state activity" (Collins, 
1912: 47). The depressing result of these Fourteenth Amendment cases 
accurately mirrors the overall judicial record for the period. An analysis 
of all relevant cases reaching the Supreme Court between 1876 and 1930 
shows that only twenty-three of fifty-three (43 percent) were decided in 
favor of blacks (see fig. 5.2). 

Nor was discriminatory federal action confined only to the judiciary 
during this period. There is also ample evidence of legislative and exec-
utive action between 1876 and 1930 that contributed to the erosion of 
black civil rights. Such action was not constant during these years but 
seemed to alternate between periods of strict noninvolvement and ag-
gressive opposition to black aims. At the beginning of the 1876--1930 
period, there were even occasional reminders of the supportive federal 
involvement of Reconstruction. But such support gradually waned as the 
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period wore on. Illustrative of this trend is the decline in the number of 
federal court cases prosecuted in the South under the Enforcement Acts 
of 1870--71. Berger reports that the number dropped from a high of 1,271 
in 1873, to 954 in 1874, 221 in 1875, to only 25 in 1879 (1950: 9). Finally, 
during Grover Cleveland's second term (1893-97), the very provisions 
under which these cases had been brought were themselves struck down 
by Congress. Nonetheless, as Hirshson reminds us, the period spanning 
the Compromise of 1876 and the election of 1892 

was not the nadir for the Negro. Certainly a span of time marked by 
the Lodge bill, the Blair bill, numerous Congressional investigations of 
Southern atrocities, and a steady stream of Republican speeches in 
favor of equal civil and political rights for the colored race cannot be 
considered a low point. The bottom was actually reached after 1891, 
when Republican efforts for the Negro dramatically and suddenly 
stopped. A student of the period between the Force bill struggle and 
the First World War will search in vain if he looks for election acts, 
education bills, and other political measures designed to aid the Negro 
(Hirsh son , 1962: 251-52). 

By the tum of the century, then, the federal government was, by virtue 
of its rigorous adherence to a policy of noninterference, lending its tacit 
support to white supremacy throughout the South. During the first two 
decades of this century, however, noninvolvement increasingly gave way 
to aggressive antiblack legislative and executive action. Ironically, this 
trend received its fullest expression during an administration generally 
conceded to have been one of the most progressive in this nation's 
history-that of Woodrow Wilson. The volume of antiblack legislation 
during the first Wilson Congress was greater than during any other session 
in congressional annals. "No less than twenty bills were proposed that 
would segregate Negroes on public carriers in the District of Columbia, 
exclude them from commissions in the army and navy, and set up seg-
regated accommodations for white and Negro federal employees" (Lo-
max, 1962: 223). Still other pieces of proposed legislation called for an 
end to further black immigration to this country and a ban on intermarriage 
in the District of Columbia (Kellogg, 1967: 180). That most of these bills 
failed to obtain the support needed for passage hardly diminishes the 
significance of the trend. Moreover, in some cases presidential action 
rendered legislation unnecessary. Shortly after his inauguration, Wilson 
ordered segregation in a number of federal agencies, including the De-
partment of the Treasury and the Post Office. The prohibition in these 
cases extended to "race mixing" in work areas, toilet facilities, and food 
services (Weiss, 1970: 131). While largely symbolic, the number of black 
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federal appointees also showed a significant decline during Wilson's tenure 
as president (Weiss, 1970: 133). 

Cumulatively, the evidence is impressive. In less than forty years the 
federal government had been transformed from an advocate of black 
equality into a force buttressing the southern racial status quo. As such, 
the actions of the federal government strengthened and legitimized the 
processes discussed earlier even as they represented a response to those 
same trends. 

THE STRUCTURE OF POLITICAL OPPORTUNITIES, 1931-54 

The factors reviewed in the previous section severely restricted the op-
portunities for successful political action by, or on behalf of, blacks for 
a period of more than fifty years. In combination, these factors constituted 
a set of political realities upon which a restrictive racial status quo was 
successfully structured. In effect these factors rendered the black popu-
lation relatively powerless while elevating the southern politico-economic 
elite to a position of considerable importance. On the basis of their per-
ception of this gross power disparity, other parties to the conflict con-
structed lines of action vis-a-vis these two groups that they believed would 
best serve their interests. Overwhelmingly, these third parties instituted 
policies of noninvolvement so as not to antagonize the politically powerful 
opponents of black equality. Thus deprived of allies, and (as will be dis-
cussed later) organizationally weak in their own right, blacks were unable, 
throughout the period, to generate the leverage needed to break the racial 
stalemate. Indeed, the arrangement held for over fifty years, reflecting, 
for that span of time, the continuing viability of the calculations that had 
given rise to it. But, as Myrdal remarked with great foresight in 1944, the 
arrangement never constituted a "stable power equilibrium" and ap-
peared at last to "be approaching its end" (1970: 34). Specifically, it was 
a series of broad social processes occurring roughly in the quarter-century 
from 1930 to 1954 that served to undermine the politico-economic con-
ditions on which the racial status quo had been based. Together, these 
processes facilitated the development of the black movement by pro-
foundly altering the "shape" of the political environment confronting 
blacks. 

The Decline of "King Cotton" 
If one had to identify the factor most responsible for undermining the 
political conditions that, at the turn of the century, had relegated blacks 
to a position of political impotence, it would have to be the gradual col-
lapse of cotton as the backbone of the southern economy. So long as 
cotton remained-despite some lean years-the lucrative cash crop it was 
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during the 1876--1920 period, a certain consistency of interest between 
southern planters and northern mill owners and cotton brokers was as-
sured. However, as early as 1915, and especially after 1930, several factors 
combined to undermine the preeminence of cotton and the confluence of 
material interests on which the racial status quo had depended. 

The first note of discord sounded during World War I as the conflict in 
Europe interrupted the flow of immigrants to northern industrial states 
just as wartime production pushed the demand for labor to record levels. 
From a total of some 8 million wage earners in manufacturing in 1914 the 
number rose to nearly 11 million five years later, more than double the 
rate of increase during any preceding five-year period (U.S. Bureau of 
the Census, 1975: 137). At the same time, the flow of European immi-
gration that had swelled America's rapid industrial expansion slowed to 
a trickle. The decline was precipitous, with the total number of immigrants 
dropping from 1,218,480 in 1914 to less than one-tenth that figure-
11O,618-in 1918 (U .S. Bureau of the Census, 1975: 105). In combination, 
these trends produced a calamitous labor shortage which northern indus-
try sought to fill by luring southern blacks northward to work in the 
expanding war industries. The level of black out-migration from the South 
during the decade suggests just how successful these efforts were. From 
less than 200,000 black out-migrants in the period, the number 
rose to better than half a million in the succeeding ten-year period (Lee 
et at., 1957). 

The reaction of the South to these "raids" on "their" work force attests 
to the severity of the conflict and, by implication, to the continuing in-
tensity of the region's labor requirements: 

Alarm spread throughout the white South as farm laborers and city 
menial and domestic help drifted off in twos, twenties, and two 
hundreds. State laws and city ordinances were passed to oust or curb 
the agents who were taking most of the workers .... In Montgomery, 
recruiting labor for out-of-state jobs was punishable by a $100 fine and 
six months at hard labor on a convict gang. Force was not infrequently 
used to prevent the taking of blacks North .... Labor agents were 
arrested. Trains carrying migrants were stopped, the blacks forced to 
return and the agents beaten. Blacks might be terrorized or lynched on 
suspicion of trying to leave the state (Henri, 1975: 62). 

For the first time since Reconstruction the material interests of various 
segments of the nation's economic elite diverged on the "Negro problem." 
The solid economic alliance between northern industrialists and southern 
planters was showing signs of strain. "The profit-maximization impera-
tives of Northern capitalist firms for the first time outweighed the socio-
political reasons for leaving the Southern planters' control over black 
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labor undisturbed and without any serious competition" (Baron, 1971: 
21). 

Nor did the end of European hostilities provide a permanent solution 
to this conflict. Instead, the postwar growth in nativist and isolationist 
sentiment in this country coupled with the "Red scares" of the Palmer 
years, resulted in the passage of restrictive immigration laws that left 
northern industry increasingly dependent on southern black out-migrants 
as their principal source of labor. The strength of this "pull" factor is 
reflected in a rate of black migration from the South in the 1920s even 
higher than that of the preceding decade. 

However, the intensity of the South's efforts to combat this increased 
northward exodus of blacks declined noticeably after 1920. The expla-
nation for this shifting pattern of response is to be found in a series of 
internal factors that were simultaneously reducing the South's labor needs 
by undermining the preeminence of cotton as the region's principal cash 
crop. The decline of "King Cotton" is shown in figure 5.1, which depicts 
the fluctuations in cotton acreage and the price of raw cotton between 
1911 and 1950. Following a number of bad crop years prior to World 
War I, demand for cotton increased dramatically during the war years, 
as the sharp rise in cotton prices attests. It was during this period that 
the antilabor-recruitment measures were instituted. The boom in cotton 
farming did not, however, survive the war years. Instead, declining prices 
and the rapid spread of the boll weevil made for hard times in the im-
mediate postwar period. Prices rebounded somewhat in the mid-1920s, 
but tumbled again by decade's end as record acreage levels led to a glut 
of cotton on the market. 

lfthe events of the 1920s reduced the viability of cotton farming, it was 
the Depression that ended, once and for all, the crop's dominant role in 
the South's economy. Reflecting the reduced demand for all manner of 
goods, the price of raw cotton plummeted from a high of 35 cents per 
pound in 1919 to less than 6 cents in 1931. In the late 1930s the farm 
policies of the New Deal further diminished the economic importance of 
the crop by significantly reducing cotton acreage in an effort to stimulate 
demand (Fligstein, 1980; Sitkoff, 1978). 

Such policies were only marginally effective, however. It remained for 
World War II to trigger a resurgence in cotton prices. By that time total 
acreage had declined to 40 percent of the record levels set in the 1920s. 
Following the war, prices remained high, but increased competition from 
both synthetic fibers and foreign cotton markets combined to reduce 
overseas demand for American cotton even more. Finally, during the 
1950s and early 1960s radical changes in the nature of southern agriculture 
served to accelerate the dissolution of cotton tenancy. Of principal im-
portance in this regard was the mechanization of southern agriculture and 
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the less intensive system of farm labor it made possible (Dillingham and 
Sly, 1966: 344--51). 

In little more than a generation, this complex mix of factors had de-
stroyed the economic system on which southern life, and race relations, 
had previously been structured. In tum, the demise of "King Cotton" 
improved black political prospects for at least four reasons. First, the 
declining importance of cotton in the national economy, coupled with 
increased northern demand for black labor, undermined the economic 
basis of the powerful southern-northern alliance that had for years pre-
cluded any change in the racial status quo. Second, as the need for an 
abundant supply of cheap labor declined (commensurate with the de-
creased demand for cotton), so too did the necessity for the elaborate set 
of oppressive controls needed to insure the system's labor requirements. 
The practical effect of this relaxation of social control was to make black 
insurgency more feasible by reducing the risks associated with protest 
activity. Third, the collapse of cotton tenancy triggered a massive rural-
to-urban migration within the South that was to ultimately afford blacks 
a stronger organizational context within which they could mobilize. Fi-
nally, in addition to stimulating movement within the region, the collapse 
of the cotton market also propelled large numbers of blacks north and 
westward where they were able to exercise the voting rights denied them 
in the South. This increased electoral strength contributed to a restruc-
turing of political alignments that was to encourage later insurgency. 

The Great Migration and the Black Vote 

One of the most massive and significant movements of people in this 
country's history was the black migration out of the South during the 
period from 1910 to 1960. The extraordinary magnitude of this demo-
graphic transition is indicated in table 5.1. While the total black population 
of the United States increased by 92 percent between 1910 and 1960, the 
rate of increase in the non-South was more than six and a half times this 
figure. In the South the change in the black popUlation was a mere 29 
percent during this same period. In these fifty years the South lost nearly 
5 million blacks to out-migration (see table 5.2). 

Conditioning the migration was the same mix of "push" and "pull" 
factors discussed in the previous section. The "push" was supplied by 
the many factors contributing to the decline in cotton farming. Among 
these were the spread of the boll weevil, the collapse of the cotton market 
during the Depression, New Deal farm policies, and increased competition 
from synthetic fibers and overseas cotton production. The "pull" was a 
function of increased northern demand for labor stimulated by restrictive 
immigration legislation, two world wars, the Korean "action," and the 
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"baby boom"-fueled prosperity of the 1950s and 1960s. My concern, 
however, is less with the causes of the migration than with its political 
consequences. 

The political significance of this mass exodus can be seen from an 
analysis of the departure and destination points of the migrants. With 

TABLE 5.1 
Black Population by Geographical Region, 1910 and 1960 

Black Population 
1910 1960 % Change 

North 1,027,674 6,474,536 530 
New England 66,306 243,363 267 
Middle Atlantic 417,870 2,785,136 567 
East North Central 300,836 2,884,969 859 
West North Central 242,662 561,068 131 

West 50,662 1,085,688 2043 
Mountain 21,467 123,242 474 
Pacific 29,195 962,446 3197 

Non-South (combined 
North and West) 1,078,336 7,560,224 601 

South 8,749,427 11,311,607 29 
South Atlantic 4,112,488 5,844,565 42 
East South Central 2,652,513 2,698,839 2 
West South Central 1,984,426 2,768,203 39 

U.S. Total 9,827,763 18,871,831 92 

Sources: Figures for 1910 from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1935): chap. 3, table 4; for 
1960 from idem (1961): table 56. 

TABLE 5.2 
Net Black Out-Migration from the South by Decade, 1870-1960 

Decade 

1870-1880 
1880-1890 
1890-1900 
1900-1910 
1910-1920 
1920-1930 
1930-1940 
1940-1950 
1950-1960 

Black Migration 
from the South 

71,000 
83,000 

195,000 
197,000 
522,000 
872,000 
407,000 

1,599,000 
1,457,000 

Sources: Figures for 1870-1940 from Lee et al. (1957); for 1950-60 from U.S. Bureau of the 
Census (1962b). 
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regard to the former, table 5.3 shows that the migrants were drawn 
disproportionately from states with the lowest black-voter registration 
percentages. The correlation between the percentage of the black voting-
age population registered to vote in 1940 and the total number of black 
out-migrants between 1910 and 1960 is - .61.6 

Thus, the black migration was not so much a general exodus from the 
South as a selective move from those ar.eas where the political partici-
pation of blacks was most severely limited. This is not to say that the 
intensity of political restrictions to which various geographic groupings 
of southern blacks were subjected accounts for differences in migration 
rates. Rather, it just so happens that the areas in which the force of 
economic push factors was most severe were also those characterized by 
the lowest voter registration rates. Thus, as Brooks has accurately ob-
served, "the move was more than a simple migration and change in folk-
ways; for blacks, it was a move, almost literally, from no voting to voting" 
(Brooks, 1974: 17). That this was the case is clear from a comparison of 
the rates of increase in the total black population and the black voting 
population between 1910 and 1960. While the former increased by 92 
percent (see table 5.1), the total number of blacks voting in the presidential 
election showed an eightfold rise over the same period of time (Weiss, 
1970: 131; Wilson, 1966: 431). 

This simple numerical increase takes on added political significance 
when informed by an analysis of the states that absorbed the bulk of the 
net black migration from the South. Table 5.4 shows that 87 percent of 
the total number of black immigrants from the South in the 1910-60 period 
settled in seven key northern (or western) industrial states: New York, 
TABLE 5.3 
1940 Black Voter Registration and 1910--60 Black Out-Migration Figures for All Southern 
States 

% of the Black Voting Age Total Black Out-
State Population Registered in 1940 Migration 1910--60 

Mississippi .3 779,000 
Alabama .4 572,300 
South Carolina .8 713,000 
Virginia 4.1 283,000 
Georgia 3.4 784,300 
Louisiana .4 265,100 
North Carolina 7.1 403,500 
Florida 5.7 194,300 
Texas 5.6 67,000 
Arkansas 8.1 305,300 
Tennessee 6.5 125,100 

Total 3.5 4,103,300 

Sources: For voter registration data, Lawson (1976: 134); for migration data, U.S. Bureau 
of the Census (1975): Part 1, Series C 25-75, p. 95. 
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TABLE 5.4 
Estimated Net Migration of Blacks for Selected States, by Decade, 1910--60 

State 1910-20 1920-30 1930-40 1940-50 1950--60' Total 

Pennsylvania 82,500 101,700 20,300 89,600 77,000 .371,100 
New York 63,100 172,800 135,900 243,600 282,000 897,400 
Illinois 69,800 119,300 49,400 179,800 189,000 607,300 
New Jersey 24,500 67,000 9,500 64,000 112,000 277,000 
Michigan 38,700 86,100 28,000 163,300 127,000 443,100 
Ohio 69,400 90,700 20,700 106,700 133,000 420,500 
California 16,100 36,400 41,200 258,900 354,000 706,600 
All other northern 

and western states 90,500 76,000 43,700 138,900 211,000 560,100 
Total 454,600 750,000 348,700 1,244,800 1,485,000 4,283,100 

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1963): Series C 25-75; and idem (1962): Series P-25, 
no. 247, table 4 . 

• Figures for 1950--60 refer to nonwhites and were estimated by a different procedure from 
that used for the 1910-50 estimates. 

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, California, Illinois, and Michigan. Brink 
and Harris comment on the strategic importance of these seven states; 
"no candidate for President in modern times has won without taking a 
substantial share of the votes of the big seven" (1963: 80). Quite simply, 
the electoral college, with its population-based proportional system of 
voting and winner-take-all provision, has rendered these states the key 
to electoral success in presidential contests. Thus, by moving dis-
proportionately to these states blacks greatly enhanced their electoral 
importance. 

By 1930 the political effects of the migration were already apparent. In 
that year, the NAACP, in what the Christian Science Monitor termed 
"the first national demonstration of the Negro's power since reconstruc-
tion days," joined with other groups in successfully blocking Senate con-
firmation of Herbert Hoover's Supreme Court nominee, John J. Parker.7 
Moreover, two years later, the NAACP followed up the confirmation 
battle with a coordinated electoral campaign that contributed to the defeat 
of several senators who had supported Parker (Hughes, 1962: 74-75; Sit-
koff, 1978: 86). These demonstrations of political strength, coupled with 
the continuing flow of migrants northward, had, by 1936, firmly estab-
lished blacks as an electoral force to be reckoned with. In that year Time 
acknowledged as much when it wrote: "In no national election since 1860 
have politicians been so Negro minded as in 1936. In Missouri, Illinois, 
Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and 
New York live some 2,500,000 Negroes, of whom over 1,000,000 are 
prospective voters this year. Moreover, in these same nine states the 
Roosevelt-Landon battle will be waged especially hard, with the result 
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in each perhaps turning in favor of the party which can bag the largest 
Black vote" (Time, 1936: 10--11). 

Nor did that year's election results do anything to dissuade political 
analysts of the growing electoral significance of the black vote. Deserting 
the Republican party for the first time in large number, blacks emerged 
as one of the key components of the new Democratic coalition that swept 
Roosevelt to a stunning victory in November. 

As dramatic as these developments were, in one sense they were but 
harbingers of things to come. Indeed, the electoral strength of the black 
population increased at an even faster rate between 1940 and 1960 as 
black out-migration from the South reached record levels. Table 5.2 shows 
that the number of black migrants during these two decades far exceeded 
the combined total for the preceding seventy years. In all, better than 
three million blacks moved out of the South between 1940 and 1960. 

The electoral significance of this stepped-up migration was evident in 
both the 1944 and 1948 elections. In both instances, had blacks reversed 
the proportion of votes they gave the two major candidates, the Repub-
lican challenger, Thomas Dewey, would have defeated his Democratic 
opponents, Franklin Roosevelt and Harry Truman (Brooks, 1974: 121). 

The crucial importance of the black vote was especially apparent in the 
1948 election. Essential to Truman's victory that year were the electoral 
votes of California, Illinois, and Ohio, three states which had absorbed 
42 percent of all black net immigration between 1940 and 1950 (see table 
5.4). The fact that Truman's combined 57,000-vote margin of victory in 
these three states was barely one-tenth the total number of black votes 
he received in those same states emphasizes the crucial role played by 
the black electorate in the 1948 election (Glantz, 1960: 999). By 1950, 
then, the so-called black vote was firmly established as an electoral force 
of national significance. 

The Electoral Shift to the Democratic Party 
The electoral powerlessness of blacks in the 1896--1930 period was as 
much the product of party affiliation and sectional political alignments as 
it was the result of disenfranchisement. Firmly committed to the Repub-
lican party, yet overwhelmingly concentrated in a South controlled by the 
Democrats, blacks were in a poor position to bring effective pressure to 
bear on the region's political elite. According to Lubell, "as long as the 
Negroes voted Republican nationally they could exert little political lever-
age on the South" (1964: 64). It remained for black electoral strength to 
grow strong enough to prompt favorable attention from northern Demo-
crats before pressure could develop within the party for a change in racial 
policy. This began to happen, albeit haltingly, in the early 1930s 
as a result of the first great wave of black migration between 1910 and 
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1930. Democratic politicians in a number of northern cities began actively 
to court the black vote as one component of what was to become the 
familiar urban Democratic coalition. Nationally the decisive break came 
a bit later in 1936 when the black electorate, which had returned Repub-
lican majorities in seventeen straight presidential elections, went over-
whelmingly for Roosevelt. 

If blacks lagged one election behind the other elements of the New Deal 
coalition in establishing a pattern of Democratic allegiance, the impact of 
this shift on the party was, nonetheless, profound and immediately felt. 
While southern states contributed 90 percent of all electoral college votes 
captured by the Democratic presidential candidates in 1920 and 1924, their 
proportion declined to just 23 percent in 1936. In effect, the growing 
significance of the black vote, and that of other elements of Roosevelt's 
New Deal coalition, served to break the South's veto power over matters 
of party policy. As Woodward notes, "the strategic location of the Negro 
minority in the North had made it sometimes more important to the suc-
cess of the Democratic party in national elections than the disaffected 
whites in the southern wing ofthe Democracy" (1966: 129). This fact was 
registered dramatically in the 1948 campaign when Truman, running on 
what for the time was a radical civil rights platform, emerged victorious 
despite the active opposition of much of the southern wing of the party 
which had broken away to support Strom Thurmond's States' Rights party 
candidacy. By 1950, then, the sectional political alignment that had earlier 
confined black political fortunes to a solidly one-party South had been 
rendered obsolete by the growing strength of the black electorate and its 
shift from the Republican to Democratic party. 

Thus, the expansion of the northern black electorate introduced an 
element of political conflict into a northern-southern racial alliance already 
weakened by the economic conflict of interest produced by the growing 
northern demand for black labor. So long as blacks constituted an insig-
nificant proportion of the nonsouthern electorate, northern and national 
politicians had no reason to oppose the South on racial matters. North-
ward migration provided a reason: the black electoral support crucial to 
the fortunes of all manner of nonsouthern politicians. Thus, while the 
southern political elite fought bitterly to maintain adherence to a repres-
sive racial status quo, northern and national politicians found It increas-
ingly necessary to support, if only symbolically, proposals for change in 
that system. Once characterized by a strong consistency of material and 
political interests, the northern-southern' 'arrangement" on racial matters 
was crumbling. 

World War II and the End of American Isolationism 
If the electoral realignments of the New Deal era served to enhance the 
political importance of blacks , the Second World War continued this trend. 
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It did so by effectively terminating the isolationist foreign policy that had 
long defined America's relationship to the rest of the world. As a result, 
national political leaders found themselves exposed, in the postwar era, 
to international political pressures and considerations that their prede-
cessors had been spared. Locked in an intense ideological struggle with 
the USSR for influence among the emerging third-world nations, American 
racism suddenly took on international significance as an effective prop-
aganda weapon of the Communists. That this was of concern to the federal 
government is evidenced by a brief filed in December 1952 by the United 
States attorney general in connection with the public school desegregation 
cases then before the Supreme Court. In part the brief read: "It is in the 
context of the present world struggle between freedom and tyranny that 
the problem of racial discrimination must be viewed .... Racial discrim-
ination furnishes grist for the Communist propaganda mills, and it raises 
doubt even among friendly nations as to the intensity of our devotion to 
the democratic faith" (in Woodward, 1966: 132). The statement remains 
impressive testimony to the shifting political realities of the postwar period 
and the added strains they placed on the prevailing racial status quo. 
Writing in 1944, Myrdal had both anticipated these international devel-
opments and fully appreciated their significance: "the Negro problem 
... has also acquired tremendous international implications, and this is 
another and decisive reason why the white North is prevented from com-
promising with the white South regarding the Negro .... Statesmen will 
have to take cognizance of the changed geopolitical situation of the 
nation and carry out important adaptations of the American way of life 
to new necessities. A main adaptation is bound to be a redefinition of the 
Negro's status in American democracy" (Myrdal, 1970: 35). 

Increasingly Favorable Government Action 
The processes reviewed above served to redefine the issue of black civil 
rights as a matter for national as well as regional debate. Just as earlier 
conditions had made it politically and economically expedient for the 
national elite to abstain from involvement-save for antiblack involve-
ment-in the "Negro question," the broad changes outlined above made 
it increasingly difficult for them to adhere to this policy. This "national-
ization" of the "Negro question" enhanced the strategic political impor-
tance of the black population and forced the federal government to react, 
at least symbolically, in support of an expansion in black rights. In turn, 
this supportive federal action accelerated the pace of social change by 
strengthening and legitimizing the trends already visible in other areas of 
life. 

Fittingly, the reversal of the federal government's discriminatory racial 
policies saw its earliest expression in the same body that had, in the 
preceding period, given legal sanction to that policy. Prodded by the 
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NAACP's aggressive legal assault on Jim Crow, the Supreme Court, in 
a series of landmark decisions beginning in the early 1930s, invalidated 
most of its earlier narrow interpretations of the constitutional safeguards 
embodied in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. In so doing, the 
Court restored to those provisions the formal potency that their framers 
had originally intended. Having earlier elevated property to a preferred 
legal position, the Court accorded civil rights much the same treatment 
after about 1930 (Berger, 1950: 37,72). An analysis of the Court's decisions 
between 1876 and 1955 supports this conclusion. Figure 5.2 documents 
a steady increase after 1930 in both the number of Supreme Court civil 
rights cases and the proportion of those cases decided in favor of black 
litigants. A simple comparison of the percentage of favorable decisions 
before and after 1930 makes the same point even more forcefully. Of the 
decisions handed down before 1931, only 43 percent (23 of 53) were 
supportive of black civil rights. The comparable figure for the 1931-55 
period is 91 percent (68 of 75). 

Over the same span of time, a similar trend is visible with respect to 
supportive presidential action. Between 1930 and 1940 the executive 
branch adhered to the policy of inaction on racial matters established by 
Hayes and perpetuated by all succeeding presidents. However, the grow-
ing political leverage exercised by blacks was to render this "hands-off" 
policy increasingly difficult to maintain. The decisive break came in 1941, 
with the March on Washington movement. Scheduled for July 1, 1941, 
the march was intended as an all-black, mass protest against discrimi-
nation in the defense industries. Reflecting the increased political strength 
of blacks and the unique leverage afforded them by the developing wartime 
crisis, the march itself was never staged, the threat being sufficient to 
prompt Roosevelt to issue an executive order establishing the Fair Em-
ployment Practices Commission to investigate charges of discrimination 
in wartime employment. 8 That order marked the official termination of 
the earlier policy of executive inaction, and as such established an im-
portant, if largely symbolic, precedent. 

Following a lull during the war years, supportive executive action re-
sumed in 1946 with Truman's appointment ofa Committee on Civil Rights, 
charged with investigating the "current state of civil rights in the country 
and recommending appropriate legislative remedies for deficiencies un-
covered." This action was followed in quick order by a series of similar 
actions first initiated by Truman and then by his successor, Dwight Eisen-
hower. In 1948, two executive orders were issued, the first establishing 
a fair employment board within the Civil Service Commission, and the 
second calling for the gradual desegregation of the armed forces. In Feb-
ruary of that same year, Truman became the first president since Grant 
to present a comprehensive civil rights package to Congress. Three years 
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Figure 5.2 Total Number of Pro- and Anti-Civil Rights Decisions Returned by the 
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later he closed out his term in office by establishing a Committee on 
Government Contract Compliance, aimed at preventing employment dis-
crimination by private firms holding government contracts. During his 
first term, Eisenhower continued the trend established by Truman. 
Through executive action he accelerated the desegregation of the armed 
forces and pressed for the integration of public facilities throughout the 
District of Columbia. 

During this period only Congress seemed immune from the pressures 
that prompted major (if only symbolic) policy shifts in the other two 
branches. Due primarily to the Senate's system of equal representation 
for states and certain procedures characteristic of the whole Congress 
(e.g., two-thirds support needed for cloture), the legislative branch failed 
to pass a single civil rights bill between 1930 and 1954. Even here, though, 
there were signs of change. Between 1937 and 1950 the number of pro-civil 
rights measures introduced in Congress rose from thirteen during the 
1937-38 session to more than seventy in 1949-50 (Berger, 1950: 30-31). 

Taken together, then, the evidence presented in this section provides 
consistent support for the contention that the evolving politico-economic 
realities of the postdepression era prompted the federal government to 
support changes in the racial status quo. This should not be read to suggest 
a form of aggressive governmental advocacy on behalf of black interests. 
Instead, this shifting pattern of federal response reflects the emergence 
of important conflicts in the 1931-54 period that contrast sharply with the 
marked consistency of interest that defined southern-northern race rela-
tions in the preceding period. Federal action during this period was thus 
overwhelmingly reactive in nature, both in relation to the broad historical 
trends summarized above and in regard to immediate political pressures 
(e.g., Roosevelt's executive order in response to the threatened march 
on Washington). The reactive nature of the government's racial policy, 
however, hardly diminishes its significance. It symbolized, even as it 
contributed to, a dramatic shift in the balance of forces in American race 
relations during the middle decades of this century. Still it remained for 
forces within the black community to exploit the expanding opportunities 
for political action this shift afforded them. For, if the federal government 
could now be pressured to adopt increasingly favorable positions on racial 
issues, it was nonetheless not about to sponsor a serious insurgent chal-
lenge by an excluded minority. Fortunately, during this same period, pro-
cesses internal to the southern black popUlation were simultaneously at 
work favorably shaping the prospects for indigenous insurgent action. 
This was in marked contrast to conditions during the segregation era 
which deprived southern blacks of the organizational resources needed 
to generate and sustain a successful social movement. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTH OF THE SOUTHERN BLACK POPULATION, 
1876-1930 

In Chapter 6 an analysis of the emergence of widespread black protest 
activity in the 1955-60 period will be presented. For what is to follow 
in the next section of this chapter, however, it is important to report, in 
preliminary fashion, one key finding from Chapter 6. The analysis shows 
that three indigenous institutions dominated protest activity during the 
emergent phase of the movement. Specifically, the black churches, black 
colleges, and southern chapters of the NAACP functioned as the orga-
nizational base out of which most of the protest activity was to emerge 
during the initial period of insurgency. The primary purpose of this section, 
then, is to analyze the growth of these three institutions over the 1876-1954 
period. The contention is that, far from remaining constant, the organi-
zational resources available to southern blacks increased simultaneously 
with the expansion in political opportunities reviewed earlier. Indeed, the 
two processes are closely linked. Both have their origins in the decline 
of cotton as the economic basis of southern life. In the context of later 
black insurgency, the significance of the collapse of' 'King Cotton" arises 
as much from the dramatic reorganization of black life it triggered as from 
any increase in political opportunities it afforded insurgents. However, 
as long as cotton remained king, the organizational resources available 
to southern blacks were necessarily limited. 

Cotton Tenancy as a System of Social Control 
Any discussion of the prospects for black insurgency in the South prior 
to 1930 must take account of the extraordinary extent to which everyday 
black life was dominated by the institution of cotton farming. In 1880, 91 
percent of all blacks living in the South resided in rural areas. Fifty years 
later the proportion was still better than two-thirds (68 percent). The 
majority of these rural dwellers were involved in cotton farming. A rea-
sonable estimate of the proportion so involved can be gained by comparing 
the ratio of black farm operators in the South to the total southern black 
population residing in rural areas. In 1910, the southern rural black pop-
ulation stood at about 6,900,000. In that same year, there were approxi-
mately 820,000 black farm operators in the South. If we multiply that 
figure by Henri's estimate of six persons per black farm family, we get 
a total black farm population of some 4,920,000, or 71 percent of all rural 
blacks residing in the South (Henri, 1975: 26). This estimate is consistent 
with available figures for individual states. In 1940, for instance, 76 percent 
of all rural blacks in South Carolina were engaged in farming. In Tennessee 
the figure was 68 percent; in Texas 67 percent (Bullock, 1971: 216). 
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The significance of these figures derives from an awareness of the elab-
orate set of social controls to which all blacks engaged in southern agri-
culture were subject. These controls served to inhibit the political 
organization of the rural black community by raising to prohibitive levels 
the personal costs associated with such efforts. Two forms of social 
control proved especially effective during this period in discouraging any 
but the most innocuous forms of organizational activity within the black 
community. 

The first ofthese was a pervasive system of debt bondage that rendered 
blacks extremely vulnerable to economic sanctions by white creditors. 
The simple fact is that most blacks who were engaged in southern agri-
culture during this period never attained the status of independent farm 
owners. The majority were either tenant farmers working a plot of land 
in exchange for a portion of the crop produced, or sharecroppers working 
as little more than hired farmhands. In 1920, 76 percent of all black farm 
operators were in these two categories (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
1962a). Ten years later, the comparable proportion stood at 79 percent. 
The extreme economic dependence of these two classes is captured in 
the following description of the dynamics of the tenant system: 

According to the usual arrangement, tenants had to buy their seed 
and supplies on credit from the plantation owner, paying him back with 
a quarter to a third of the crop they made. Exorbitant charges for 
purchases and interest usually ate up any remaining profit, and before 
the next crop the tenant was deeper in debt than the year before . 
. . . But generally he had no option about staying or going, because 
with a debt that grew more mountainous year after year he either stayed 
bound to the land in a fruitless effort to payoff what he owed or was 
subject to arrest (Henri, 1975: 27-28). 

Du Bois's early study of black farmers in one Georgia county provides 
evidence consistent with Henri's description. In a year of particularly low 
cotton prices, Du 130is reports, "of 300 tenant families 175 ended their 
year's work in debt to the extent of $14,000; 50 cleared nothing; and the 
remaining 75 made a total profit of $1,600." He goes on to note that "in 
more prosperous years the situation is far better-but on the average the 
majority oftenants end the year even or in debt" (in Baron, 1971:13). 

Nor was it simply the economic vulnerability embodied in these labor 
arrangements that restricted indigenous organizing efforts. In addition, 
violence and physical force were freely employed as a second form of 
social control to compel adherence to these restrictive economic arrange-
ments and the elaborate set of caste restrictions that propped them up. 
A measure of the severity of these controls is indicated in table 5.5, which 
reports the annual number of lynchings for the years 1882-1954. That the 
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TABLE 5.5 
Number of Lynchings by Year, 1882-1954 

1882 49 1906 62 1930 20 
1883 53 1907 58 1931 12 
1884 51 1908 89 1932 6 
1885 74 1909 69 1933 24 
1886 74 1910 67 1934 15 
1887 70 1911 60. 1935 18 
1888 69 1912 61 1936 8 
1889 94 1913 51 1937 8 
1890 85 1914 51 1938 6 
1891 113 1915 56 1939 2 
1892 161 1916 50 1940 4 
1893 118 1917 36 1941 4 
1894 134 1918 60 1942 6 
1895 113 1919 76 1943 3 
1896 78 1920 53 1944 2 
1897 123 1921 59 1945 1 
1898 101 1922 51 1946 6 
1899 85 1923 29 1947 1 
1900 106 1924 16 1948 1 
1901 105 1925 17 1949 3 
1902 85 1926 23 1950 1 
1903 84 1927 16 1951 1 
1904 76 1928 10 1952 0 
1905 57 1929 7 1953 0 

1954 0 

Source: Ploski and Marr (1976: 275-76). 

level of supremacist violence was related to the control requirements of 
southern agriculture is clearly suggested by the fluctuations in the number 
oflynchings reported in table 5.5. The number rose sharply in the early 
1890s at the peak of the Populist "crisis," remained at high levels during 
the heyday of "King Cotton," and declined steadily throughout the re-
mainder of the period as the factors reviewed earlier combined to reduce 
the economic viability of cotton farming. Historical accounts of particular 
instances of supremacist violence provide additional evidence suggestive 
of the economic roots of repression. Seligmann describes one such oc-
currence that took place in 1919. In Phillips County, Arkansas, black 
farmers organized that year in an effort to effect a legal end to debt 
peonage. Whites responded with violence. When it was over, more than 
200 blacks (and 40 whites) were dead and 79 other blacks were indicted 
on counts of murder and insurrection (Seligmann, 1969: 225-48). 

Finally, there is the consistent finding linking harsher patterns of social 
control with rural residence. For instance, Davis and Dollard, writing in 
1940, report a high correlation between distance from urban areas and 
harshness of white control measures (1940: 247). Similarly, inThe Tragedy 
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of Lynching, Raper discusses the disproportionate rural basis of lynch 
mob violence (1969: 28-29). 

Quite apart from the violence and economic controls on which southern 
agriCUlture depended, the general characteristics of rural life acted as yet 
another impediment to organizational development within the black com-
munity. The grinding poverty and overwhelming time demands of agri-
cultural labor severely limited the discretionary time and income available 
to facilitate organizational activity. In addition, the scattered pattern of 
rural residence restricted people's access to one another, thereby imped-
ing the development of the communication networks so crucial to orga-
nizing efforts. The majority of black southerners, then, were simply too 
poor, too geographically dispersed, and too vulnerable to oppressive con-
trols during this period to render social insurgency very likely. 

The retardant effect of these factors on organizational development is 
further attested to by the weak state of the three institutions identified 
earlier as the infrastructure out of which the black movement was later 
to emerge. 

The Southern Black Church, 187&-1930 
Of these three institutions, only the church was well established in the 
rural black communities of the South. In fact, in many cases, the church 
constituted the only organization in these communities.9 However, in the 
overwhelming majority of cases, the organizational characteristics of the 
rural church rendered it too weak an institution to serve as an effective 
base for insurgent activity. Specifically, three organizational deficiencies 
have been identified by various authors writing on the rural black church 
of this period. 

Perhaps the most basic weakness noted is the small size of church 
membership. Although his figure is only an impressionistic estimate, John-
son placed the average size of the rural congregations in the "black belt" 
counties he studied at between 75 and 100 (Johnson, 1941: 145). Mays 
and Nicholson provided a more rigorous estimate in their landmark study, 
The Negro's Church. The 185 rural black churches surveyed by the au-
thors had a total membership of 26,875, or a mean of 145 per church 
(Mays and Nicholson, 1969: 15). However, as the authors indicate, the 
modal category was even lower than this figure. Forty-two percent of all 
the rural churches surveyed had less than a hundred members. 

Another factor contributing to the organizational weakness of the rural 
black church was the absence of adequate funds to support it. According 
to the 1926 Federal Census of Religious Bodies, the combined expendi-
tures for the 29,603 rural black churches responding to the survey totaled 
$16,621,723, or a mere $561 per church (Mays and Nicholson, 1969: 259). 
This comes to an average expenditure of only $6.14 per member per year. 
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Findings reported by Richardson twenty-one years later indicate that little 
had happened in the intervening years to alter the depressed financial 
picture of the rural black church (Richardson, 1947). 

In itself a weakness, the lack of adequate resources contributed to a 
final deficiency characteristic of the rural church of this period. Lacking 
adequate funds, these churches were generally unable to secure the high-
caliber ministerial leadership that was to be the hallmark of later church-
based protest efforts. That the salaries paid rural ministers were much 
lower than those received by their urban counterparts is verified by data 
gathered by Mays and Nicholson. Ministers of rural black churches av-
eraged only $266 in salary as compared with $1,268 for the southern urban 
black clergymen in their sample (Mays and Nicholson, 1969: 187, 263). 
Receiving such low salaries, many ofthe rural clergy found it economically 
necessary to hold positions simultaneously with a number of churches. 
Under such arrangements the minister functioned more as a circuit 
preacher than a resident pastor. Thus, most rural congregations were not 
only deprived of resident leadership but were forced to reduce the fre-
quency of church activities to coincide with the schedule of the visiting 
preacher. Of the 185 rural black churches surveyed by Mays and Nichol-
son, 72 percent held Sunday services only one or two times per month 
(Mays and Nicholson, 1969: 252). Obviously, such a limited schedule of 
church activities could only serve to restrict the frequency of contact so 
crucial to the development of a strong organizational structure. Limited 
financial resources and restricted ministerial leadership combined during 
this period to impede the development of any semblance of the varied and 
effective church programs characteristic of the urban black churches so 
crucial in the early civil rights campaigns. 

To the three weaknesses discussed above must be added the ideological 
conservatism of many of the rural black churches of the period. In part, 
this orientation can be seen as little more than the temporary ascendance 
of one historically pervasive perspective in black theology over another: 
a stress on "otherworldly rewards" over an emphasis on the everyday 
demands of the social gospel. This characteristic conservatism, however, 
must also be seen as a rational, if regrettable, adaptation to a repressive 
system of caste restrictions. That is, white social-control efforts during 
this period also "encouraged" an "acceptable" content in the overt teach-
ings of the black rural church. Mays and Nicholson explain: 

Not many years ago the militant Negro preachers in a certain section 
of South Carolina were silenced by threats of violence, and in some 
cases actually run out of the county, because their messages were not 
considered the kind that would keep Negroes in their "places"; but 
those who preached about heaven, who told Negroes to be honest and 
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obedient, and that by and by God would straighten things out, were 
helped financially in church projects .... Economically, it was prof-
itable to the landowners to keep Negroes satisfied and have them hon-
est. The Negro preacher and the Negro church were instruments to this 
end. And the methods most often employed were to boost and en-
courage the Negro preacher who taught the Negro the "right" doctrine 
... these Negro preachers could be relied upon to convey to their 
Negro congregations the advice of the leading whites ofthe community 
(Mays and Nicholson, 1969: 7). 

Thus, as the dominant institution in the lives of the majority of southern 
blacks, the rural church was, in most cases, organizationally weak and 
conservative in orientation. Both factors served to limit the effectiveness 
of the rural black church as an institutional vehicle of social change. In 
this regard, Johnson's conclusion seems warranted; "it is an inescapable 
observation that the rural Negro church is a conservative institution, 
preserving in large part many values, which, in the general cultural ferment 
of the Negro group, might well be altered" (1941: 169).10 

The Black Colleges, 1876-1930 
Unlike the black church, the black college has, throughout its history, 
been a predominantly urban institution. This should not be read merely 
to mean that black colleges have been overwhelmingly located in urban 
areas. This has certainly been the case. However, there is a more signif-
icant sense in which the black college is properly described as an urban 
institution. Students enrolled in such institutions have been dispropor-
tionately drawn from urban areas. Given the extremely low levels of 
education and income characteristic of black residents of the rural South 
during the 1876-1930 period, the explanation for the urban bias in college 
attendance should be obvious. The socioeconomic correlates of rural 
black life simply did not afford most blacks the training and financial 
resources normally required for college attendance. So long as the bulk 
of the black population remained in rural areas, the growth of black col-
leges was likely to proceed at a slow pace. Certainly the historic devel-
opment of the black colleges fits with this assumption. 

Within a decade of the end of the Civil War, philanthropic generosity 
had already resulted in the establishment of thirty black colleges in the 
South (Bullock, 1967: 159). By 1900, the number of such institutions had 
risen to ninety-nine, fully 85 percent of the number in existence in 1964 
(Clift, 1966: 382). This seemingly rapid growth, however, is illusory.· For 
in the ninety-nine schools operating as of 1900, a total of only 2,624 
students were enrolled in college credit courses. An extensive survey of 
black education conducted jointly by the United States Bureau of Edu-
cation and the Phelps-Stokes Fund placed the number of black college 
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students at 2,641 in 1915-16 (Holmes, 1969: 159). The enrollment figures 
for such schools remained virtually unchanged over this sixteen year 
period. 

Besides exceedingly low enrollment figures, the 1916 survey pointed 
to other characteristic weaknesses of the black colleges. Among these 
were minuscule endowments, inadequate physical plants, and poorly 
trained faculties. The magnitude of the problems confronting the black 
colleges during this period is captured in the introduction to the "College 
and Professional Education" section of the Phelps-Stokes report: "no 
type of education is so eagerly sought by the colored people as college 
education. Yet no educational institutions for colored people are so poorly 
equipped and so ineffectively organized and administered as the majority 
of those claiming to give college education" (in Holmes, 1969: 159). 

Spurred, in part, by the publication of these survey findings, philan-
thropic organizations such as the Peabody Education Fund, the John F. 

Fund, and the Julius Rosenwald Fund significantly increased their 
contributions to black colleges during the 1920s. The twofold result of 
these efforts was a general improvement in the quality of higher education 
for blacks and a related rise in total enrollment over the same period of 
time. Still, as late as 1928, the total number of black college students had 
risen to just 12,922 or an average of only 130 per school. Other measures 
of institutional strength were similarly depressing. In 1930, at the close 
of the period under examination, the black colleges underwent accredi-
tation for the first time in their history. Predictably, all but one school 
failed to obtain full accreditation. Although they made significant progress 
throughout the 1920s, the black colleges remained relatively weak and 
ineffectual institutions at decade's end. 

The Southern Wing of the NAACP, 1910-30 
Much the same conclusion is warranted in regard to the organizational 
situation confronting the network of southern NAACP chapters at the 
beginning of the Depression. While the association had greatly expanded 
its activities in the South during the preceding fifteen years, its strength 
in the region remained limited at the close of the 1920s. 

The NAACP was officially incorporated in May, 1910, at a conference 
of black and white liberals in New York City. However, despite its claim 
of being a national association, it remained, for all intents and purposes, 
a strictly northern organization until James Weldon Johnson (later the 
association's first black executive secretary), was appointed, in 1917, to 
the position of field secretary and organizer. It was Johnson, in this dual 
capacity, who first recognized and acted on the opportunities for orga-
nizational expansion in the South. His organizing efforts there helped to 
stimulate an unprecedented period of growth in the association. In 1916, 
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a year before Johnson's appointment, the NAACP had sixty-eight chap-
ters, of which only three were located in the South (St. James, 1958: 53). 
Early in 1917 Johnson's work resulted in the creation of the Dixie District 
and the addition of thirteen southern chapters and 738 new members to 
the organization (Kellogg, 1967: 134).11 By the end of that year, the as-
sociation reported a total membership of 9,282. A year later the figure had 
risen sharply to 43,994, with yet another significant increase, to 91,203, 
the next year. Developments in the southern wing of the organization 
mirrored the national trend. Regional membership stood at 18,701, or 43 
percent of the total figure as of December, 1918. A year later the regional 
total of 42,588 had grown to 47 percent of the association's membership 
(Kellogg, 1967: 135, 137). 

As impressive as these figures are, they nonetheless represent the high-
water mark of organizational expansion during this period. After briefly 
topping the 100,000 mark in 1920, membership declined throughout the 
decade to a figure of 88,227 in 1929 (Hughes, 1962: 197). Assuming that 
the proportion of southern to total membership remained constant over 
this period of time, the figure for southern membership would have stood 
at approximately 40,000 in 1929. This represents less than one-half of 1 
percent of the total southern black population in 1930. By contrast, the 
proportion of northern blacks enrolled in the NAACP was 2 percent, or 
better than five times the comparable percentage among southern blacks. 
In short, though inroads had been made in the South, the NAACP re-
mained largely a northern organization on the eve of the Depression. 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTH OF THE SOUTHERN BLACK POPULATION, 
1931-54 

At the close of the 1876-1930 period, the southern black population was 
only just beginning to develop the institutional strength so vital to the 
generation of social insurgency. However, so long as blacks remained a 
predominantly agricultural labor force, the extent of institutional devel-
opment was destined to be limited. The decisive break once again coin-
cided with the demise of "King Cotton." Precipitated by the mix off actors 
reviewed earlier, the decline of cotton farming triggered a demographic 
revolution in the South that was to leave blacks in a much stronger positon 
organizationally than ever before. 

The Collapse of Cotton and the Demographic Transformation of the South 
Despite developing contradictions, the South remained, on the eve of the 
Depression, essentially a semifeudal agricultural society. Nearly seven 
out of every ten southern blacks continued to live in rural areas as late 
as 1930. That same year, the number of black farm operators stood at 
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870,000, down only slightly from the record total reached in 1920. The 
apparent stability embodied in these numbers, however, was shattered by 
the Depression and the collapse of the world cotton market. Thereafter 
the combination of "push" factors reviewed earlier simply accelerated 
trends set in motion by the Depression. The extensiveness of this eco-
nomic upheavel is captured in figure 5.3. From a total of 915,000 black 
farm operators in 1920 the number declined to only 267,000 in 1959 (U.S. 
Bureau of the Census, 1962). Increasingly, "the traditional tenant labor 
force of the South ... found itself ... obsolete, forced to search else-
where for the means to subsist" (Piven and Cloward, 1979: 191). 

Many of the displaced agricultural workers moved out of the South. 
However, many more stayed behind and were part of a massive rural to 
urban redistribution of blacks within the region. So thoroughgoing was 
this internal migration that by 1960 the proportion of southern blacks 
living in urban areas had increased to 58 percent, nearly double the figure 
for 1930 (Price, 1969: 11). Overall the increase in total southern black 

Figure 5.3 Number of Black Farm Operators in the South, 1900-1959 
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Source: u.s. Bureau of the Census (1962a): vol. 2, chap. 10. 
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population was only 18 percent between 1930 and 1960. By contrast, the 
increase among urban blacks living in the South was 118 percent over the 
same period of time. 

Like the parallel northward migration, this regional movement was 
fueled by a mix of "push" and "pull" factors. The push, of course, was 
supplied by the decline in cotton farming. The pull was the result of 
expanding economic opportunities in urban areas. Numerous studies have 
documented the significant upgrading of the southern occupational struc-
ture that occurred during this period (Simpson and Norsworthy, 1965: 
198-224; Spengler, 1963: 26--63; Thompson, 1971: 38-53). Thompson has 
summarized the occupational advances that occurred in the 1930s and 
1940s: "in the drastic readjustment of its economy from 1930 to 1950 the 
South made more economic progress than in any four previous decades. 
This is evident in the sizeable shifts from extractive to manufacturing and 
service economies as shown by the occupational shift of the working 
force" (1971: 52-53). Data reported by Simpson and Norsworthy indicate 
that the general occupational upgrading of the southern economy noted 
by Thompson continued apace during the 1950s (1965: 199). That blacks 
benefited absolutely from these shifts in the southern occupational struc-
ture is also apparent from data presented by Simpson and Norsworthy. 
While continuing to lag well behind their white counterparts, southern 
blacks showed significant gains, between 1940 and 1960, in the proportion 
of their total work force employed in the higher-status occupations such 
as clerical and managerial positions, skilled craftsmen, and professionals 
(Simpson and Norsworthy, 1965: 209-10). As the authors note, "these 
shifts can be taken to mean improved occupational status for Negroes. 
Even their movement into operative, laboring, and service jobs was prob-
ably a step up from farming, in view of Negroes' low position within 
southern agriculture" (Simpson and Norsworthy, 1965: 207-8). 

Through a combination, then, of decreased demand for agricultural 
labor and expanding occupational opportunities in urban areas, southern 
blacks were transformed, in the period from 1930 to 1960, from a pre-
dominantly rural to urban population segment. The dynamics of this trans-
formation, however, concern us less than its effect on the pace of 
organizational development within the southern black community. In this 
regard, the demographic processes reviewed here acted to stimulate de-
velopment in two principal ways. 

First, the collapse of the cotton economy reduced the need for the 
oppressive system of social controls that had earlier been required to 
maintain it. Piven and Cloward comment: "with a massive agricultural 
and industrial transformation underway, a system of political domination 
based on terror and disenfranchisement was no longer essential to the 
southern ruling class in order to insure their labor needs on terms favorable 
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to them" (1979: 192). The result was a gradual diminution after 1930 in 
the virulence of white control efforts. This trend is clearly visible in table 
5.5. From an average of fifty-seven lynchings per year in the 1910-19 
period, the number declined to twenty-eight during the 1920s, twelve in 
the 1930s, to only three a year between 1940 and 1949. This decline in 
supremacist violence encouraged organizing efforts in the black com-
munity both by diminishing the risks jnvolved in such efforts and by 
signifying to insurgents that a certain "thaw" was underway in southern 
race relations. 

The increased pace of urbanization after 1930 (and especially after 1940) 
served as a second stimulus to organizational development within the 
southern black community. Insofar as the incidence of supremacist vio-
lence was greater in rural than in urban areas, the move to the city granted 
an increasing number of blacks a measure of immunity from the more 
virulent forms of racism. More important, urbanization was accompanied 
by the occupational upgrading of the black population. 

In turn, these occupational gains gave rise to an increase in personal 
income that afforded blacks more resources to support the growth of 
indigenous organizations. Burgess reports that median income for south-
ern blacks, fourteen years of age or over, rose from $739 to $1,604 between 
1949 and 1962, an increase the author links to the rapid urbanization of 
the southern black population over that same period of time (1965: 
348-49). Though hardly stagggering, this rise did represent an increase in 
financial resources available to support institutional development. 

As important as the actual dollar increase was the greater financial 
independence that resulted from urbanization and the accompanying di-
versification of the southern occupational structure. As long as the ma-
jority of blacks were employed as agricultural workers, their vulnerability 
to various forms of debt bondage remained a serious obstacle to organizing 
efforts. The expansion of occupational opportunities in southern cities 
thus contributed to a marked decline in the financial vulnerability of the 
black population both by pulling people out of southern agriculture and 
by concentrating them in numbers sufficient to support a growing occu-
pational structure independent of white control. As Higgs has observed: 
"with these . . . occupational shifts went a measure of up-grading in the 
black labor force. Also significant was the increasing independence from 
direct white supervision achieved ... in the emergence of a 'group econ-
omy' in the larger cities. In this respect the incipient ghettos had obvious 
advantages, for they promoted a modicum of independence and physical 
security for growing numbers of blacks" (1977: 121). 

The advances noted in regard to occupation and income were paralleled 
in education. Studies have consistently documented higher levels of ed-
ucational attainment for urban blacks in the South than for their rural 
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counterparts. Given these rural/urban differentials, it is hardly surprising 
that the 1930--60 period was witness to a higher rate of educational advance 
among southern blacks than had occurred in any previous thirty-year 
period. 12 

By the mid-1950s, the demographic transformation of the South set in 
motion by the collapse of the cotton economy had created a growing class 
of urban black residents possessed of the personal resources (education, 
occupation, income) traditionally associated with organizational activity. 
Writing in 1954, Burgess discussed these trends and linked them to or-
ganizational developments within the black community: "It is in the city 
that the greatest educational opportunities have become available to the 
Negro. It is here that expanding occupational opportunities have been 
possible, and that a rise in income and standard of living have gradually 
been realized. In the urban black belts, Negro institutions ... have flour-
ished. These social institutions provide the breeding ground for a new 
kind of leadership trained in the values and skills of the middle class" 
(1965: 344). 

It was not only the personal resources of this emerging black urban 
middle class, however, that encouraged the institutional development 
noted by Burgess. The physical proximity and improved communications 
characteristic of urban life were crucial factors as well. So too was the 
sheer increase in the size of the black community in urban areas. 

Between 1931 and 1954 this complex mix of factors combined to produce 
an era of institutional development in the black communities of the urban 
South that was to give rise to the organizational structure out of which 
black insurgency was to develop in the 1950s and 1960s.13 In the forefront 
of this process was the burgeoning black middle class and the three in-
stitutions discussed earlier: black churches, black colleges, and local 
NAACP chapters. 

The Southern Black Church, 1931-54 
Even while criticizing various aspects of the urban black numer-
ous authors have acknowledged a greater propensity for social action 
among such churches than had been true for rural congregations (Bullock, 
1967: 163; Johnston, 1954: 180; Mays and Nicholson, 1969). That the 
urban churches were much stronger organizationally than their rural coun-
terparts has been amply documented as well. Conducted in 1930, the 
Mays-Nicholson study, The Negro's Church, provides relevant data on 
this point. Though not specifically designed as an organizational com-
parison of the urban and rural southern black churches, the study reports 
data that permit such a comparison. Table 5.6 summarizes a number of 
comparative measures of organizational strength reported by Mays and 
Nicholson. 
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TABLE 5.6 
1930 Comparison between the Southern and Urban Black Churches on a Variety of Measures 
of Organizational Strength 

Mean membership size 

% of ministers holding college 
or other degrees 

Mean ministerial salary 

Mean expenditure per year 

Ratio of Southern Ur-
Southern Rural Southern Urban ban to Southern Rural 

Black Church Black Church Black Church 

145 442 3.0 

2% 18% 9.0 

$266 $1,268 4.8 

$436 $3,472 8.0 

Source: Mays and Nicholson (1969). 

As can be seen, the urban church ranks significantly higher than the 
rural church on all measures of organizational strength. The differentials 
range from an average membership size three times greater in urban than 
in rural churches to a 900 percent difference in the proportion of ministers 
holding advanced degrees. Moreover, what sketchy evidence is available 
strongly suggests that the southern urban church grew apace with the 
general expansion in black urban population during the 1931-54 period. 
For instance, Joseph Washington, in summarizing developments in the 
southern black church in the period following the publication of the Mays-
Nicholson study, observes that, "during the decades since this study was 
made, there has been a general upgrading of ministerial standards, reli-
gious education, financial responsibility, and institutional outreach to meet 
the needs of the community" (1964: 293-94). Ruby Johnston (1956) in The 
Religion of Negro Protestants offers evidence consistent with Washing-
ton's statement. Finally, a simple comparison of the rates of growth in 
number of black churches and totai black church membership affords an 
indirect measure of the growing organizational strength of the black 
church between 1926 and 1962. While the number of black churches in-
creased by only 17 percent, total church membership was up 93 percent 
over this period of time. 14 Thus, as one measure of organizational growth, 
the average size of the black congregation increased significantly during 
the period of interest here. 

Simultaneously with these advances, and perhaps because of them, the 
southern urban black church also evidenced increased involvement in 
social action after about 1940. On the eve of the Montgomery bus boycott, 
Johnston discussed this increased church involvement in secular affairs. 
Mter noting that "urban churches tend to emphasize some aspects of 
these programs more than rural churches," Johnston goes on to specify 
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the types of programs she is referring to. The churches, she writes, "urge 
members to register and vote, offer instruction and information on voting 
procedures and candidates for office, and organize the political commu-
nity; and they support the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People" (Johnston, 1954: 180). Similar observations have been 
made by others. In one particularly interesting study, Tucker documents 
the growing secular orientation of the southern urban black church 
through a series of historical portraits of the leading black churchmen in 
Memphis, Tennessee. The author shows that while the dominant church 
leadership in the 1900-1940 period was decidedly accommodationist and 
otherworldly in orientation, an important shift in emphasis was already 
discernible by the early 1940s. So rapid and thoroughgoing was the trans-
formation of church leadership that, according to Thcker, by the early 
1950s, "the majority of local ministers ... had become outspoken civil 
rights advocates" (1975: 106-7). 

The organizational strength of the southern black church increased 
enormously between 1930 and 1954. A measure of this increased strength 
is attributable to the rapid urbanization of the black population during this 
period. Whereas nearly seven in ten southern black congregants were 
members of small, weak, rural churches in 1930, by the mid-1950s better 
than half held memberships in the larger and organizationally stronger 
urban churches. Add to this significant population shift the organizational 
advances made by the church, the socioeconomic upgrading of urban 
congregants, and the increasingly secular orientation of black church lead-
ership during this period, and one begins to comprehend the enormous 
institutional strength embodied in the black church on the eve of the 
outbreak of widespread black protest activity in the mid-1950s}S 

The Black Colleges, 1931-54 
As impressive as the development of the black church was between 1931 
and 1954, even more spectacular growth was registered by the black 
colleges over the same period of time. Perhaps the best evidence of this 
growth is that indicated in figure 5.4, which depicts the change in enroll-
ment between 1900 and 1964. After experiencing little growth in the first 
decade and a half of this century, the enrollment for all black colleges 
increased sharply after 1915. 

Figure 5.4 also serves as a useful means of illustrating the effect of 
various factors shaping the growth of the black colleges over time. The 
1915-16 Phelps-Stokes survey of black colleges served as an early impetus 
to expansion by dramatizing the inadequacies of the existing system of 
higher education for blacks. A decade later a similar study, conducted 
jointly by the Phelps-Stokes Fund and the federal Bureau of Education, 
had much the same effect. That the period roughly bounded by these two 
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Figure 5.4 Total Enrollment in Black Colleges, 1900-1964 
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studies was one of significant growth for the black colleges is clear from 
an examination of figure 5.4. The growth stimulated by these two surveys 
was not simply in the area of enrollment, however. An especially beneficial 
result of the second study was the impetus it supplied for the upgrading 
of the educational programs of the colleges as a condition of obtaining 
full accreditation. While only one school merited full accreditation in 1930, 
five others achieved the distinction three years later (Holmes, 1969: 
198-99). During this period there were other encouraging signs of insti-
tutional growth as well. Total income for all black colleges doubled be-
tween 1915 and 1930 (Bullock, 1967: 184). The number of degrees awarded 
rose by approximately 200 percent over the same fifteen-year period 
(Guzman, 1952: 218). It is with considerable justification, then, that Ste-
phen Wright has characterized the 1916-38 period as one in which "the 
Negro college began to come of age" (1960: 288). 
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Nonetheless, as figure 5.4 shows, the period of greatest growth in the 
black colleges came after 1940. The rate of increase was especially pro-
nounced in the 1940s, with enrollment doubling from 37,203 in 1941 to 
74,526 at mid-century. This represents a 54 percent rise in the proportion 
of southern blacks attending college. By comparison, the rate of increase 
for southern whites during the same decade was only 18 percent (Bullock, 
1967: 175). 

This phenomenal rate of growth was, in large measure, the product of 
an equally dramatic rise in financial support for the black colleges. Total 
income for all black colleges rose from slightly more than 8 million dollars 
in 1930 to more than 38 million seventeen years later (Bullock, 1967: 184). 
A measure of this increased financial support is attributable to a rise in 
philanthropic sponsorship of black higher education during the postwar 
era. Financial data on 23 black church-affiliated colleges for the 1944-59 
period support this assertion. Support for these schools, in the form of 
church donations or other gifts and grants, rose from just under a million 
dollars in 1944 to approximately 2.5 million by 1959 (Trent, 1960: 360). 
Similarly, the founding of the United Negro College Fund in 1944 served 
as another important impetus to the expansion of educational opportu-
nities for blacks. During its first year in existence, the fund raised more 
than three-quarters of a million dollars in support of black colleges. By 
1959 that figure had increased to nearly 2 million dollars (Trent, 1960: 
363). 

Increased financial support was also forthcoming during this period 
from an unexpected source: the governments of the southern states. In-
deed, the rate of increase in support from the southern states far exceeded 
that for any other source during this period. In 1914-15, only $422,356, 
or approximately 10 percent of the total expenditures of the black colleges, 
was provided by the southern states (Bullock, 1967: 184). By 1947-48, 
the total amount had risen to $10,881,932, or more than 30 percent of total 
expenditures (Guzman, 1952: 219). 

The major reason for this increased generosity is clear. In 1938 the 
Supreme Court ruled, in the Gaines case, that the state of Missouri had 
either to admit Lloyd Gaines, a black applicant, to the University of 
Missouri Law School or establish a separate school within the state to 
accommodate him. In effect, the Court was instructing the southern states 
to honor the "separate but equal" doctrine or face compulsory deseg-
regation of their educational facilities. As Trent notes, the effect of this 
ruling, though indirect, was powerful: 

The southern and border states began to take more seriously the need 
for more adequate financing of their public colleges and teacher training 
institutions. They not only appropriated more funds for the general 
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educational program but also established new graduate and professional 
schools. It is clear that the purpose of this new concern was in the main 
to avoid admitting Negroes to the then white colleges and professional 
schools. But whatever the reason, the Negro public colleges began to 
grow and develop at a rapid rate (Trent, 1959: 267). 

As a result, by mid-century the poorly supported, inadequately staffed 
black colleges of thirty years earlier had been transformed into some of 
the strongest and most influential institutions within the black community. 

The Southern Wing of the NAACP, 1931-54 

Finally, the southern wing of the NAACP experienced a period of rapid 
expansion between 1931 and 1954. In fact, for the three institutions under 
discussion here, the NAACP's rate of growth during this period was 
greater than that for either the black churches or colleges. Total associ-
ation membership rose from approximately 85,000 in 1934 to around 
420,000 in 1946 (NAACP, 1948: 92; Wolters, 1970: 302). This represents 
a nearly fivefold increase in only thirteen years. Over this same period 
of time, there occurred a comparable rate of growth in the number of 
separate units officially incorporated by the association. 16 The increase 
was from 404 units in 1934 to 1,613 in 1947 (NAACP, 1948: 3; Wolters, 
1970: 302). In terms of the present argument, however, the NAACP's 
growth at the national level is not as significant as the rate of expansion 
in the association's southern wing. However, the figures on regional 
growth are, if anything, even more impressive than the national totals. 
Two separate observations are relevant here. First, growth in the asso-
ciation was disproportionately centered in the South throughout the period 
under examination here. St. James reports that, of the 310 units incor-
porated as of 1919, 131, or 42 percent, were located in the South (Hughes, 
1962: 59; St. James, 1958: 53). By 1949 the proportion had increased to 
63 percent, with 923 of 1,457 local units chartered in the South (NAACP, 
1950: 63). 'This means that between 1919 and 1949 the number of non-
southern units rose by some 200 percent while the rate of increase for 
southern units was approximately three times as great. In the context of 
the massive northward migration of southern blacks over the same period 
of time, these comparative figures are all the more significant. 

Second, not only did NAACP growth between 1919 and 1950 take place 
disproportionately in the South, but the growth differential between the 
northern and southern wings of the association grew more pronounced 
as the period wore on. Evidence substantiating this observation is pre-
sented in figure 5.5. As the figure shows, the proportion of new southern 
branches increased steadily (with one decline between 1921 and 1925) 
throughout the association's history. By the 1946-50 period, nearly 
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Figure 5.5 Proportion of Southern and Nonsouthern NAACP Units Chartered in Suc-
cessive Five-Year Periods, 1911-50 
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Source: for 1911-45, Anglin (1949: 128); for 1946-50, NAACP Annual Reports (1947-50). 

Percentages indicate southern proportion of new units chartered during each five-year 
period. 

eight of ten newly incorporated units were being chartered in the South. 
In terms of this analysis, though, the more relevant comparison involves 
the respective proportion of new units that were located in the South pre-
and post-1930. In this regard, only 28 percent (38 of 137) of the units 
chartered between 1911 and 1930 were located in the South as compared 
to 74 percent (956 of 1,288) in the succeeding twenty-year period. Thus, 
the dramatic growth in the association after 1935 was clearly centered in 
the South. 

The causes of this rapid regional expansion in NAACP strength are 
both difficult to pinpoint and, no doubt, numerous. However, a number 
of probable factors can be identified. The decline in supremacist violence 
after 1935 would seem to have served as an important impetus to the 
growth of the association's southern wing. The outbreak of World War II 
may also have facilitated NAACP organizing efforts in both substantive 
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and symbolic ways. With regard to the latter, the glaring discrepancy 
between the thrust of American propaganda efforts during the war and 
the reality of Jim Crow racism at home no doubt served the association 
as an effective organizing device. As Dalfiume has observed: 

The hypocrisy and paradox involved in fighting a world war for the 
four freedoms and against aggression by an enemy preaching a master-
race ideology, while at the same time upholding racial segregation and 
white supremacy, were too obvious. The war crisis provided American 
Negroes with a unique opportunity to point out, for all to see, the 
difference between the American creed and practice. The democratic 
ideology and rhetoric with which the war was fought stimulated a sense 
of hope and certainty in black Americans that the old race structure 
was destroyed forever (Dalfiume, 1970: 247). 

Finally, it must be remembered that this rapid expansion in the asso-
ciation's southern wing occurred in the context of a dramatic rural to 
urban redistribution of the South's population. This transformation pro-
vided for larger concentrations of blacks in urban areas who possessed 
the characteristics associated with membership and were afforded a mea-
sure of protection from the more virulent forms of racism that probably 
inhibited organizing in rural areas. That southern NAACP chapters were 
overwhelmingly located in urban areas is clear from an analysis of their 
geographic distribution throughout the South. Of those newly chartered 
southern NAACP units listed in the organization's annual reports for the 
years 1940 through 1950, fully 85 percent were located in urban areas. 

Regardless of the precise mix and weight assigned to the various factors 
facilitating the NAACP's growth in the region, the fact remains that by 
mid-century the association was firmly established as one of the strongest 
institutions in the southern black community. In combination with the 
black churches and colleges of the South, the local NAACP chapters 
afforded that population a strong, integrated institutional network capable 
of concerted and sustained collective action. 

Finally, to this discussion of the shifting, political opportunities and 
institutional development of the black community between 1876 and 1954, 
must be added a section on the changes in perception among blacks 
regarding the prospects for insurgency over this same period of time. For, 
as was argued in Chapter 3, the type of broad historical processes reviewed 
in this chapter only afford insurgents a certain "structural potential" for 
movement activity. Responsible for transforming this potential into col-
lective action are people and the subjective meanings they attach to their 
situations. Specifically, it is the presence of two widely shared cognitions 
that are regarded as crucial to the generation of insurgency. The first of 
these cognitions is simply a consensus that the conditions the group is 
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subject to are unjust or illegitimate. With respect to the black population, 
we can safely posit a certain constancy to this perception. That is, unlike 
in other segments of the population (farmers, women, etc.), large numbers 
of blacks have always been conscious of the oppressiveness of conditions 
in this country. In regard to this cognition, then, no fundamental "con-
sciousness raising" was required to stimulate black protest activity. 

A second cognition that has not always been widely shared-and ap-
parently no longer is-within the black community is the belief that op-
pressive conditions are subject to change through collective action. 
Obviously, if people perceive themselves as powerless to change the fun-
damental conditions of their lives, the crucial motivation to organize a 
social movement will be lacking. In this sense, social movements are 
evidence that at least some members of the aggrieved population share 
a sense of political efficacy. It is to the development of this sense of 
efficacy that I now turn. 

COLLECTIVE PERCEPTION OF THE PROSPECTS FOR INSURGENCY, 1876-1930 
For the 1876-1930 period little needs to be said about the dominant per-
ception among blacks regarding the prospects for collective action. Sitkoff 
describes the prevailing "mood" among blacks during the period: "seg-
regation and discrimination now seemed so permanent, so immutable, so 
much an inevitable condition of life. Fatalism spawned hopelessness, and 
the majority of . . . Southern blacks succumbed to the new racial order" 
(1978: 10). It is not hard to understand why. The belief that conditions 
are subject to change is largely a function of the response of other groups 
to the aggrieved population. In effect, these responses constitute a set of 
"cognitive cues" signifying the vulnerability of the political system to 
collective change efforts by insurgents. Thus, a certain symbolic respon-
siveness on the part of other groups is likely to stimulate a widespread 
belief in the efficacy of insurgency among the popUlation in question. 
Conversely, evidence of unmistakable hostility toward that same popu-
lation is expected to impede the development of a belief in the mutability 
of existing conditions. From material presented earlier in the chapter, it 
should be obvious which of these two responses was most characteristic 
of black-white relations during the period from 1876 to 1930. 

In the South, as we have seen, blacks were subject to a system of social 
control thoroughgoing and brutal in its effects. At a symbolic level, the 
daily manifestations of this system served to dramatize both the collective 
resolve of the white population to resist any challenge to the prevailing 
order and the personal risks embodied in even the most trivial instances 
of black defiance. What might have mitigated the symbolic significance 
of southern control efforts would have been evidence of supportive actions 
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or statements at the national level. However, no such signs were forth-
coming. Instead, the national political elite consistently opposed black 
interests during this period. Moreover, they did so in such a way as to 
forcefully symbolize the futility of insurgent efforts. A sampling of com-
ments from various national figures during these years is illustrative of 
the trend. President Taft opposed the extension of voting rights to blacks, 
arguing that they were but "political children, not having the mental status 
of manhood" (in Du Bois, 1940: 23). Democratic presidential candidate 
William Jennings Bryan was even more forceful in defending the disen-
franchisement of blacks "on the grounds that civilization has a right to 
preserve itself" (Meier, 1956). Finally, as late as 1921, President Harding 
could openly stress the "fundamental, eternal, and inescapable differ-
ences" between blacks and whites as the basis underlying his pledge to 
"stand uncompromisingly against every suggestion of social equality . 
. . . Racial amalgamation there cannot be" (in Sitkoff, 1978: 27). 

These and other manifestations of racism cannot be linked directly to 
a shared sense of pessimism among blacks regarding the prospects for 
successful collective action. Unfortunately, the period in question pre-
dates the development of modern survey techniques. Thus, we must rely 
on sketchy impressionistic accounts of the "mood" of the black popu-
lation rather than on any systematic attitudinal data drawn from surveys 
of blacks. Nonetheless, the consistency with which these accounts de-
scribe the characteristic attitude of blacks during these years in terms of 
widespread feelings of pessimism, impotence, and fatalism supports the 
argument advanced here (cf. Sitkoff, 1978: 10). So too do the statements 
of black leaders during the period. In 1920, John Shillady resigned his 
post as executive secretary of the NAACP, citing a deep pessimism as 
one of the reasons for his action. He wrote, "I am less confident than 
heretofore of the speedy success of the Association's full program and 
of the probability of overcoming within a reasonable period the forces 
opposed to Negro equality by the means and methods which are within 
the Association's power to employ" (in Bennett, 1966: 111). Even Booker 
T. Washington, who tried as best he could to interpret the events of the 
period in a positive fashion, conceded that he had' 'never seen the colored 
people so discouraged and bitter as they are at the present time" (in 
Henri, 1975: 257). 

Finally, the widespread support accorded Marcus Garvey's separatist 
movement can also be interpreted as evidence of a prevailing pessimism 
among blacks during these years. This interpretation is consistent with 
a more general relationship, noted by a number of observers, between 
white opposition to black interests and the relative strength of integra-
tionist and separatist sentiment within the black community. According 
to Wilson, we are more likely to see "a push for integration during periods 
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when blacks are optimistic about meaningful assimilation and a drive for 
separatism during periods of disillusionment and resignation" (Wilson, 
1973: 97). Viewed in this context, Garvey's mass mobilization of blacks 
(estimates place the peak membership of his Negro Improvement Asso-
ciation at several million in the 1920s) would seem to reflect a deep pes-
simism among blacks regarding the prospects for change in this country's 
racial status quo. 

Thus, the various strands of evidence reviewed above suggest the pres-
ence, during this period, of widespread feelings of pessimism and impo-
tence within the black population. Nor is the fatalism embodied in this 
profile surprising in view of the thoroughgoing racism characteristic of the 
period. On the contrary, it seems a realistic response to the reality of a 
closed and coercive political system. Any change in the collective as-
sessment of the prospects for black insurgency would have to await fun-
damental changes in the alignment of political forces in this country. < 

COLLECTIVE PERCEPTION OF THE PROSPECTS FOR INSURGENCY, 1931-54 

In an earlier section of this chapter, the marked improvement in black 
political opportunities after about 1930 was discussed. The processes re-
viewed in that section greatly enhanced the political significance of the 
black population, which in turn prompted a decided shift in the response 
of other groups to blacks. Especially significant was the change in federal 
policy toward blacks. Beginning in the mid-1930s, both the Supreme Court 
and the executive branch under Roosevelt were increasingly responsive 
to the black community. The specific actions that followed from this 
fundamental shift in policy have already been reviewed. In any case, the 
symbolic effects of this shift were to far outweigh the limited substantive 
benefits that flowed from it. Indeed, the symbolic importance of the shift 
would be hard to overstate. It was responsible for nothing less than a 
cognitive revolution within the black population regarding the prospects 
for change in this country's racial status quo. 

Viewed in a contemporary context, the impact of this shift in federal 
policy is hard to understand for two reasons. First, the present level of 
cynicism among blacks regarding the federal government makes it difficult 
for us to appreciate the importance blacks attributed to federal actions 
during the period in question. Second, it is simply impossible for us to 
comprehend the depths of official racism that prevailed prior to 1930. 
Accordingly, there is a tendency to disparage the federal actions of the 
New Deal era as so much tokenism and empty rhetoric. There is much 
truth in this criticism. What such characterizations miss is the dramatic 
symbolic contrast between these actions and those of earlier administra-
tions. Writing in Crisis in 1934, no less a critic offederal racial policy than 
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W. E. B. Du Bois noted that, "It took war, riot and upheaval to make 
Wilson say one small word about lynching. Nothing ever induced Herbert 
Hoover to say anything on the subject worth saying. Even Harding was 
virtually dumb." But Roosevelt, Du Bois conceded, "has declared frankly 
that lynching is murder. We all knew it, but it is unusual to have a President 
of the United States admit it. These things give us hope" (Crisis, January 
1934: 20). To observers of the day the shift was nothing short of extraor-
dinary, signifying the first real prospects for change on racial issues since 
Reconstruction. In writing of his return to America in 1939, Paul Robeson 
describes the change in "climate" he sensed upon his arrival. "Conditions 
were far from ideal," he writes, "they were not even so much changed 
in fact as they appeared to be, in the hopefulness of liberals and Negro 
leaders. But change was in the air, and that was the best sign of all" (in 
Hoyt, 1967: 97). 

Nor was this optimism regarding the prospects for change peculiar only 
to black notables. The results of several surveys conducted during this 
period suggest that such feelings were widespread within the black pop-
ulation. Table 5.7 summarizes the results of two such surveys. As the 
table shows, blacks exhibited considerably more optimism regarding fu-
ture opportunities for advancement than did the total national sample. 
Moreover, there is some suggestion in the data of a widening gap between 
TABLE 5.7 
Summary of Two Surveys Asking Blacks Their Perception of the Prospects for Future 
Personal Gains 

Survey National 
Year Organization Question Totals Blacks 

1942 Roper On the whole, after the war, do you think an 
average young man will have more oppor-
tunity, about the same opportunity, or less 
opportunity to get ahead than a young man 
had after the last war? 

More opportunity 46.0% 50.0% 
Less opportunity 17.2 7.1 
Same as before 26.3 18.7 
Don't know 10.5 24.2 

1947 Roper Do you think your son's opportunities to 
succeed will be better than, or not as good 
as, those you have had? 

Better than mine 62.1% 75.0% 
Not as good as mine 12.6 5.3 
Same as mine 12.3 7.2 
Don't know 13.0 12.5 

Source: Adapted from Erskine (1969: 148). 
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the two populations as the period wore on. That is, the disparity in the 
proportion of "optimists" in each group was considerably larger in 1947 
than five years earlier. 

But it wasn't simply increased optimism regarding the prospects for 
racial gains that federal actions stimulated. More important, the shift in 
government policy triggered a growing sense of political efficacy among 
certain segments of the black community. Speaking at the opening of a 
three-day government-sponsored National Conference on Problems of the 
Negro and Negro Youth-a symbolically significant event in its own 
right-Mary McLeod Bethune remarked that "this is the first time in the 
history of our race that the Negroes of America felt free to reduce to 
writing their problems and plans for meeting them with the expectancy 
of sympathetic understanding and interpretation" (in Holt, 1964: 199). In 
place of the overt hostility and marked disinterest that had greeted black 
protests only a few years earlier, there was now the unmistakable signs 
of a new federal responsiveness. That this responsiveness was grudging 
and founded on the same manner of cold political calculation as earlier 
government opposition had been is less significant than the consequences 
that flowed from it. Political efforts by blacks now produced concrete 
results, thereby generating increased pressure for further remedial action. 
The result, throughout this period, was an accelerating cycle of black 
action and federal response, with a growing sense of political efficacy as 
the important psychological by-product of the process. Again, the lack 
of survey data for this period makes it difficult to measure the attitudinal 
consequences of this process directly. Instead, we must rely, as earlier, 
on contemporary descriptions of the "mood" of the black community as 
well as on other types of indirect evidence. The data presented in table 
5.8 fall within the latter category. 

What is shown in table 5.8 are the simple correlations between the 
annual number of new NAACP chapters and the yearly balance of fa-
vorable or unfavorable Supreme Court decisions between 1911 and 1950, 
with each measure lagged from one to six years behind the other. The 

TABLE 5.8 
Correlation between Annual Number of New NAACP Chapters and the Yearly Balance of 
Favorable or Unfavorable Supreme Court Decisions between 1911 and 1950 

Number of Years Independent Variable Lagged 
Independent variable 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Supreme Court decisions .325 .414 .578 .710 .716 .736 

.461 
NAACP chapters .470 .621 .606 .525 .456 .542 

Sources: For data on Supreme Court cases, see figure 5.2; for data on NAACP chapters, 
Anglin (1949: 128). 
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results of this analysis are important for the suggestive support they pro-
vide for the sort of reciprocal relationship alluded to earlier. First, the 
strong correlations produced by lagging the number of chapters two to 
three years behind the Supreme Court decisions suggest that the outcome 
of Court decisions was, at least in part, a function of the growing strength 
of the NAACP. Insofar as the association was the driving force behind 
the vast majority of these cases, this relationship makes intuitive sense. 
As the organization grew, and with it the resources to press the legal 
challenge to Jim Crow, so likewise did the pace of favorable Court 
decisions. 

More important, in terms of the present discussion, are the apparent 
consequences of the Court's decisions. Of interest here are the extremely 
high correlations produced by lagging decisions four to six years behind 
the number of chaptersY The suggestion seems clear: the successful 
outcome of earlier association-sponsored cases over time contributed to 
a growing sense of political efficacy within the black community that in 
turn stimulated further growth in the association. Hence action begot 
success-however limited substantively-which in turn laid the cognitive 
foundation for further mobilizing efforts within the black community. 

This view is also supported by an analysis of the effects of what was, 
arguably, the most important Supreme Court case of them all, the 1954 
decision in Brown v. Topeka Board of Education. IS Gerber (1962) sought 
to assess the effects of the decision on the "group cohesion of New York 
City Negroes." Among his measures of group cohesion were rates of 
participation in, and financial contribution to, "Negro organizations." As 
concerns both these measures Gerber's results are interesting. He found 
a significant increase in rates of participation and contributions to "Negro 
organizations," following the announcement ofthe Court's decision (Ger-
ber, 1962: 300). In view of the often noted link between feelings of efficacy 
and organizational participation, it seems reasonable to suppose that the 
increased rates of participation reported by Gerber resulted, at least in 
part, from a commensurate rise in feelings of efficacy among his respon-
dents. If this inference is correct, the expected sequence is again evident: 
successful political action generates the crucial psychological foundation 
for expanded insurgency. 

Indeed, in a more general sense, this cycle accurately captures the 
broader dynamic that is thought to characterize the 1931-54 period. As 
the broad historical processes reviewed earlier combined to increase the 
political leverage available to blacks, the federal government (as well as 
other "members"), was forced to respond more favorably to black in-
terests. The result was a cycle of black action and symbolic government 
response that produced only limited substantive gains but widespread 
feelings of optimism and political efficacy over the prospects for successful 
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collective action. The full flowering of black insurgency in the 1950s and 
1960s was to owe as much to these feelings as to the objective "structural 
potential" for collective action afforded blacks by the confluence of po-
litical opportunity and institutional growth. 

THE DEVELOPING CONTEXT FOR INSURGENCY 

In the preceding sections, three broad historical processes were analyzed 
that together encouraged the later development of black insurgency 
through a restructuring of political alignments more favorable to blacks, 
the rapid institutional development of the southern black community, and 
a process of "cognitive liberation" which left large numbers of blacks 
feeling optimistic and efficacious regarding the prospects for successful 
collective action. To afford the reader a thorough understanding of these 
processes, each has been discussed separately. Unfortunately, this method 
of presentation has tended to obscure the overall historical sequence under 
discussion, as well as the more dynamic relationships that exist between 
these three processes. In this summary section, then, the focus will be 
reversed, with these processes being discussed in the context of the 
broader historical sequence outlined in figure 5.6. 

This figure underscores the central point of this chapter and illustrates 
a key difference between a political process and classical or resource 
mobilization interpretation of the origin of black insurgency. The move-
ment is viewed not as a response to short-run changes in the years im-
mediately preceding the outbreak of protest activity but as the culmination 
of a long developmental sequence that over time afforded insurgents the 
opportunity, organization, and cognitions needed to sustain collective 
action. Little needs to be said about the specific factors depicted in figure 
5.6. All of them have been discussed earlier. The value of the figure derives 
instead from the broader view it affords of the overall historical dynamic 
resulting from the interplay of all these factors. 

Unfortunately, the lack of operational measures for each of these factors 
precludes a quantitative assessment of the complete model. However, 
some idea of the model's explanatory worth can be gained through a path 
analysis involving only those variables for which comparable time-series 
data are available. The crucial dependent variables in this analysis are the 
realignment of political forces favorable to blacks, as measured by the 
outcome of Supreme Court decisions between 1900 and 1954, and the 
pace of institutional growth in the black community, operationalized as 
the number of new NAACP chapters charted in the South each year. The 
independent variables (with their operational measures in parentheses), 
are: overall consumer demand (annual per capita GNP in constant-
1970-U.S. dollars, 1900-54), level of foreign migration (annual number 
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Figure 5.6 Model of Factors Contributing to the Development of a Favorable Context 
for Black Insurgency, 1900-1954 
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within the black 
community* 

of foreign immigrants, 1900-54), northern demand for industrial labor 
(annual number of wage earners in manufacturing, 1900-54), the decline 
of the cotton economy (season average price per pound of cotton, 
1900-54), out-migration of southern blacks (number of southern black out-
migrants between 1900 and 1954, measured in five-year intervals), the 
level of supremacist control efforts (annual number oflynchings, 1900-54), 
the extent of southern black urbanization (percentage of the southern 
black population living in urban areas, 1900-54, measured in five-year 
intervals), and the rate of black educational advances in the South (per-
centage of all southern blacks five to nineteen years of age attending 
school between 1900 and 1954, measured in five-year intervals). 19 Figure 
5.7 presents the results of this analysis. 

As can be seen, the path coefficients between most of the variables are 
significant and in the expected direction. Of the major relationships de-
picted, only those between cotton prices and urbanization, out-migration 
and Court decisions, and lynching and NAACP growth run counter to the 
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Figure 5.7 Simplified Version of Model Outlined in Figure 5.6 with Path Coefficients 
for all Relationships 
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model outlined in figure 5.6. In the first case, the inconsistency is easily 
explained. Although cotton prices may be the best measure of the strength 
of the cotton economy, it was not the drop in cotton prices that directly 
stimulated the process of southern urbanization. More accurately, the 
drop in cotton prices led to a reduction in cotton acreage that in turn 
triggered the rural to urban exodus. When cotton acreage is introduced 
as an intervening variable between prices and urbanization, the expected 
relationship emerges. The correlation between prices and acreage is .32, 
while that between acreage and urbanization is - .62. 

The other two anomalous findings are not so easily explained. The low 
partial correlation between out-migration and Court decisions may stem 
from a certain imprecision in my operational definition of out-migration. 20 

But the inverse relationship between lynching and NAACP growth clearly 
runs counter to the argument offered here. Apparently, the decline in 
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supremacist violence was not as significant a factor in the institutional 
development of the black community as was the pace of Supreme Court 
decisions or the more general process of southern urbanization. 

Aside from these few findings, however, the coefficients reported are 
consistent with the model outlined in figure 5.6. As expected, consumer 
demand is strongly associated with the decline of cotton prices. This 
relationship is hardly surprising. As overall consumer purchasing power 
declined during the 1930s, so too did the capacity of the cotton market 
to sustain the higher prices enjoyed earlier. Also expected is the inverse 
relationship between cotton prices and the level of black out-migration 
from the South. The suggestion is that the displacement of agricultural 
labor triggered by the decline in cotton prices propelled blacks northward. 
At the same time, the strong positive relationship between the size of the 
industrial work force and the rate of black out-migration indexes the 
operation of a simultaneous "pull" factor, with expanding job opportu-
nities in northern industry encouraging movement out of the South. The 
significant inverse relationship between numbers of industrial laborers 
and foreign immigrants, suggests that the decline in the latter may have 
acted as an indirect impetus to black out-migration by increasing northern 
demand for southern labor. 

The decline in cotton prices is also positively associated with a simul-
taneous decline in supremacist violence. Here the implication is that the 
collapse of the cotton economy undermined the rationale behind the sys-
tem of extreme social control that had earlier been required to sustain it. 
A second important link between the collapse of the cotton economy and 
the pace of organizational development within the black community con-
cerns the important demographic processes set in motion by the demise 
of "King Cotton." As expected, the drop in cotton prices appears to have 
indirectly triggered the sizeable rural to urban migration among southern 
blacks. In turn, the pace of urbanization is positively related to both 
significant educational advances and institutional growth within the black 
community. Quite simply, the rural to urban transformation of the South's 
black population would appear to have been associated with an aggregate 
increase both in the personal characteristics generally associated with 
organizing efforts (education, income, etc.) as well as with the aggregation 
of community resources required to support institutional development. 
Figure 5.7 also indicates that the pace of institutional growth is itself 
related to both a decline in lynching and the outcome of Supreme Court 
decisions. Both relationships are intuitively reasonable. As the political 
strength of the black community grew apace of institutional expansion, 
organized segments within that community were able to bring effective 
pressure to bear on both the federal government and white supremacists. 
At the same time, the significant inverse relationship between Court 
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decisions and number of lynchings would seem to suggest that some of 
the pressure on the supremacists was the indirect result of the success 
ofthe NAACP's legal campaign. Finally, the reciprocal relationship noted 
earlier between Court decisions and NAACP growth is also evident in the 
data, as the strong positive coefficients between the two variables indicate. 

Having outlined the principal results of this analysis, I must caution 
against overemphasizing the significance of these findings. First, the unit 
of analysis for these calculations is time, as measured in yearly intervals. 
With only one observation per variable per year between 1900 and 1954, 
the analysis is based on just fifty-five data points. 21 Second, the lack of 
comparable time-series data has made it impossible to assess the effect 
of the other factors shown in figure 5.6. Almost certainly the introduction 
of these variables into the analysis would change the strength of some of 
the relationships depicted and alter considerably our understanding of the 
overall historical dynamic being studied. Finally, it is important to note 
that the findings presented here tell us nothing definite about causality. 
That the relationships between these variables are, for the most part, 
strong and in the expected directions is undeniable; that they are causally 
significant has not been demonstrated. 

Emphasizing these necessary cautions, however, does nothing to di-
minish the significance of these findings. In combination, they provide 
consistent support for the broad historical processes of political realign-
ment, institutional development, and "cognitive liberation" discussed in 
this chapter. 


